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THE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF NOXIOUS FACILITIES ON WAGES
AND PROPERTY VALUES: AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS

by

L.A. Nieves, R.C. Hemphill, and D.E. Clark

SUM)IARY

Recent assessments of socioeconomic impacts resulting from the location of

potentially hazardous facilities have concentrated on the issue of negative public perceptions

and their resulting economic consequences. This report presents an analysisdesired to

answer the question: Can economic impacts resulting from negative perceptions of "noxious

facilities" be identified and measured? To identify the impacts of negative perceptions, data

on nomous facilities sited throughout the United States were compiled, ,and secondary

economic and demographic data sufficient to analyze the economic impacts on the

surrounding study areas were assembled. This study uses wage rate and property value

differentials to measure impacts on social welfare so that the extent to which noxious
facilities and their associated activities have affected surrounding areas can be determined.

The analysis of wage rates and property values in a variety of U.S. locations is
central to this research. Differences in these economic measures are explained by identifying

the differentiating characteristics of the areas being studied. Both amenities and

disamenities associated with each location are identified and included in a hedonic modeling

process. Hedonic models pemnit estimation of the value of environmental characteristics for

which no market price is readily observable. For instance, hedonic analysis can identify the

amount of housing value associated with features such as fireplaces, porches, pools, and

central air-conditioning. In this study, hedonic methods are used to estimate the effect of

warious characteristics of a facility site (climate, labor market characteristics, population

demographics, etc.) on area wages and property values.

To implement the hedonic regression analysis, cross-sectional data ibr 84 sites with

and without noxious facilities were compiled. Four models were fully developed: income

models for renters and home owners, a model of residential property values, and a residential

rental market model. Both labor and land markets were analyzed because previous research

has demonstrated that the impacts of regional amenities (or dismmenities) can differ in si_o-n

and magnitude between wage and property markets.

Several analyses were undertaken to determine whether the categorizations used in

this study are sound. For instance, we examined differences and similarities between sites

with and without nomous facilities and found the areas to be similar in most respects. The

issue of whether renters and owners should be treated separately or as one group led to an

analysis of their respective characteristics and the development of separate samples. The
question of whether facility type and location characteristics affect population growth also



was explored.Most facilities,otherthan nuclearpower plants,were found tobe associated

with slowergrowth rates.

This analysis, which examines a cross-section of sites with and without noxious

facilities that represent a broad range of location characteristics, has led us to determine that

significant negative effects on property and wage markets are associated with some types of

facilities. The research methodology does not assess the extent to which these impacts are

caused by negative perceptions, however. The economic impacts estimated by this

methodology are a net result of both positive or negative perception-based impacts and direct

or indirect economic impacts due to the presence of, or activities at, the facility. Thus the

finding of significant net negative impacts associated with a facility that stimulates the local

economy indicates that the facility has resulted in substantial perception-based negative

impacts: The perception of risk or nuisance effects from such _i facility causes reduced

demand for residences and reduced willingness to accept employment in the facility re$on,

results that more than off.set the employment and income generated in the area by the

.facility.

Overall, the hedonic models produce reasonable results. In the case of housing and

individual attributes, for which coeft_cient magnitude can be evaluated easily, the estimates

are reasonable, consistent, and stable across specifications. Results for the amenity variables

are less consistent, and it is likely that some of the major area characteristics that affect

location preferences are omitted. Further effort to augment the database or to try another

approach to representing amenity types (such as factor analysis) is indicated. Facility

variable results are stable and consistent across models for some facility categories but not
for others.

Three facility variable specifications are examined. The first, density of ali types of

facilities combined, has a clearly negative impact on both owners and renters; it is associated

with higher wage compensation and lower housing values. Results of the dummy variable

specification by facility type are more difficult to interpret. It ts apparent from the facility
dummy variable specification that the presence of even one facility in an area generally has

a statistically significant negative impact on owner-occupied housing values. This result

indicates that a threshold effect occurs as markets adjust to the location of noxious facilities.

Because the analysis is conducted on a regional (rather than neighborhood) basis, it is clear

that the presence of one representative of a facility category is sufficient to generate small

but identifiable property value impacts (averaged over a relatively large area). Estimates

from the wage models for renters and for owners generally support this conclusion, although

most of the coefficients are not significant. Rental housing values, in contrast_ tend to

increase if a noxious facility is present. Results of the facility dehsity specification are

similar with regard to the impact of each facility type. In general, property values decline

and wages rise with increasing facility density.

In both the dummy and density variable specifications, the facilities with the most

unambiguously negative impact are refineries. Next most negative are coal-fired power

plants, followed by nuclear plants. The results for nuclear facilities are somewhat mixed,



although Clearly negative for home owners. Li.queried natural gas storage sites and

hazardous waste sites are found to have positive impacts on property values. It is possible

that variations in economic infrastructure have been partially captured by these facility
variables.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent assessments of socioeconomic impacts resulting from the location of

potentially hazardous facilities have concentrated on negative public perceptions and their

resulting economic consequences. The economic effects of perceived risk, stigma, and

negative imagery are called "perception-based impacts" because the resulting losses are not

directly attributable to physical acti,dty but are due to behavior modification that

compensates for the perceptions of individual participants in the various 'markets.* Recent

research oll these perception-based impacts has focused on developing methods for

determining the extent to which locally undesirable activities can induce negative images.

So far, however, little evidence supports the hypothesis that negative images alone will result

in direct economic losses dr impediments to economic development.

The most ambitious body of work to date on this subject has been performed by a

group of researchers funded by the state of Nevada to determine the socioeconomic effects of
the high-level radioactive waste repository scheduled to be constructed at Yucca Mountain.

The report by Mountain West Research (1989) divides impacts into the categories "_,:Itandard"

and "special." Standard impacts develop either directly or indirectly from changes in re_onal

employment and expenditures because of construction and operation of a facility, while

special effects are perception-based impacts.

In the Mountain West report, the potential special effects from stigma, images, and

perceptions of risk are discussed on the bas_s of results of numerous Surveys and interviews

conducted over the previous three years. The report mentions the following areas of potential

direct impact to the Nevada economy: property values, business location, retirement

migration, tourism and conventions, and general economic development. Although the

Nevada research developed methods for determining the effects that undesirable activities

have on perceptions, very little has been done to estimate the extent to which these

perceptions might cause measurable economic impacts.

Our analysis was designed to answer some of the questions left open by previous

research on this topic. Although the "special effects" section of the Nevada report states that

estimates of the potential socioeconomic impacts have not been completed, it does refer to

impacts evidenced in other areas as a response to hazards of various types. The key question

left unanswered is: Can economic impacts resulting from negative perceptions of noxious
facilities be identified and measured?

*Rather than entering into an argument about the exact nature of the perception (i.e., whether or how
it is related to physical risk), this analysis focuses on determining whether or not generally
undesirable facilities may have measurable effects on the local economy that are unrelated to any
economic activity associated with the facility and thus possibly due to perceptions.
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A related question is whether an ex post analysis of facility impacts has value in

predicting future facility siting impacts due to negative perceptions.* Ex post studies, such

as this one, are necessary because ex ante evaluations of facility impacts can be based only

on site and facility parameter relationships identified in analyses of past experience. What

has been lacking in the field of impact analysis is documentation of correspondence between

ex ante surveys and ex post impacts,

Previous studies suggest that negative images affect migration rates, business

investment, new business formation, and recreation activity. Changes in these activities

could lead to changes in property values, wage rates, and general economic development.

These changes may also affect the public sector fiscally, Conflicting evidence on the

occurrence, magnitude, and geographic extent of such impacts is found in the literature. The

degree to which impacts of perceptions vary with the type of facility, socioeconomic

characteristics of the site area, or compensating or mitigating measures associated with the

facility has not been investigated. In this context, this study was a first step in documenting

the link between risk perception and wage and property market impacts.

1.1 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

To identify the impacts of negative perception,_, data for noxious facilities sited

throughout the United States were compiled, and secondary economic and demographic data

sufficient to analyze the economic impacts on the surrounding study areas were assembled.

This study examined the extent to which certmn facilities and their associated activities have

affected the regions in question by using wage rates and property values to measure impacts
on social welfare.

A static economic analysis of wage rates and property values in various U.S.

locations is centrM to this type of research. Differences in these economic measures are

explained by identifying differentiating characteristics of the areas being studied. Both

amenities and disamenities are identified and included in the modeling process. The

resulting impact estimates are a composite of "s'.:andard effects" and "special effects."

1.2 REPORT STRUCTURE

Background information related to economic theoryand previous empirical studies

is presented in Section 2, which also includes a discussion of the application of hedonic

estimation methods to amenity valuation. The methods used to conduc.+, this research are

described in de'tail in Section 3. The rationale for the selection of study sites and facility

types is also addressed, and the composition of the resulting representative sample is

described. Section 3 concludes by presenting aspects of data set development and model

specification. Research findings are covered in Section 4, which begins with analyses of three

*In this report, ex post studies refer to studies based on data collected after a facility has been sited.
Ex ante studies are performed prior to or at the time of the s_ting decision, before construction begins.



background issues: differences between sites with and without facilities, c[ifl'erences between

housing renters and owners, and determinants of"population change. The regression model

estimates for owners and for' renters are then presented, and the findings for various types
of amenities are summarized. Section 5 contains conclusions and recommendations for

further research. The sites included in the study sample are listed in Appendix A.

Appendix B lists the variables from the Public Use Microdata ,Sample of the 1980 Census of"

Population and Housing that were recoded or modified for the regression analysis and

provides their definitions. Appendix C gives definitions of the variables that are based on

data from the County and City Data Book (U.S. Department of Commerce 1983). Finally,

Appendix D lists the sources of facility information that were used as the basis fbr selecting

the study sites.



2 THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND

In the past two decades, several methods for estimating the economic value(or cost)
associated with different characteristics of a location have been developed and tested, The
characteristics range from amenities such as "days of sunlight" or "proximity to recreational
sites" to disamenities such as "air pollution concentration" and "distance from jet aircraft
takeoff patterns." Some of these studies are more applicable to the impacts of noxious
facilities than others. A compilation of the more relevant literature in this area can be found
in Nieves et al. (1990, 1991). An overview ofhedonic methods, results fi'om some of the more

pertinent empirical studies, and the theoretical basis for the present analysis are presented
below.

2.1 HEDONIC METHODS APPLIED TO AMENITW VALUATION

Hedonic models can be used to estimate the value of environmental characteristics

for which no market price is readily observable. For instance, hedonic analysis can identify
the amount of housing value associated with features such as fireplaces, porches, pools, and
central air-conditioning, It is applied in this study to estimate the effect of various
characteristics of a facility site (climate, labor market characteristics, population
demographics, etc.) on area wages and property values.

The hedonic technique assumes that individuals purchase goods because their
attributes are desirable. Each attribute of a commodity has a specific effect on its pr'ice.
Thus, adding or subtracting a unit of an atWibute will either lower or raise the market price
of the product in question. The econometric technique of' hedonic price estimation can be
used to identify the change in price that will result fl'om changing an identified attribute.
Hence, this method also can estimate the effect that locating a noxious facility near a house
will have on its value (assuming nothing else changes).

The approach used in this research is based on methods explored in several recent
aI'ticles that examine the joint effects of amenities on wage rates and property values. In all
of these articles, the hedonic estimation technique is used to explain regional differences in
wages and property values by treating these values as a function of numerous individual and
location characteristics, including amenities.

Until recently, applications of hedonic methods focused on the implicit prices of
attributes found in single markets, such as the property market. It was assumed that
differences in living environments across locations we,'e valued in wage markets and that
amenity differences within cities or regions were capitalized into property values. Henderson
(1982) and Graves and Knapp (1985) explored the theoretical basis for valuing amenities and
concluded that the effects of regional amenities are expressed simultaneously in both labor"
and property markets. Graves and Knapp indicated that impacts on wage and property
markets can be either reinforcing or opposing, depending on the amenity's effects on labor
productivity and personal consumption. This type of market equilibz'ium approach was

lllll



demonstrated empirically by Roback (1982.) and elaborated by Hoehn et al. (1987), using
cross-sectional samples of U.S. cities to value amenities,

In the context of valuing public safety, Clark and CosgTove (1990) demonstrated the
possibility of estimating unbiased m,nenity values from single-commodity market data (as did
Henderson 1982). This approach is also based on general equilibrium analysis in the sense
that if wage market data are utilized, the equation must control for rents, and if housing
prices are used, wage effects must be controlled. Thus, it is theoretically possible to develop
complete, confirmatory estimates of amenity values from the wage and property markets
separately.

2.2 FINDINGS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Thaler and Rosen (1976) used the hedonic estimation method to measure the effects

of job risk on equilibrium wage rates. Using 1967 data ft'ore the Smwey of Economic
Opportunity (SEO)* for job-related variables and the Occupation Study of the Society of
Actuaries to determine the risk measure (expected deaths) fbr each occupation studied, they
conducted a cross-sectional analysis of earnings. Their research objective was to explain
differences in wage rates as a function of job risk and other distinguishing characteristics.
These characteristics included residence location, age, education, family size, race,
unionization, type of industry, and type of assignment.

The Thaler and Rosen analysis provided results with implications for the present
research. They were able to calculate a risk premium accepted by workers and paid by
employers for a marginal increase in job risk. For example, jobs with extra risks of 0.001
(one death per thousand employees) paid $3.52 per week more (in 1976) than jobs without
this risk. In addition, their analysis found significant relationships between wage rates and
the other characteristics modeled. This study also shed light on interactions between risk
and such variables as age, marital status, union membership, and race.

Hageman (1981) developed a hedonic price model for the property market that
incorporates the perceived risk of damage.from proximity to a nuclear waste disposal site.
Her model defines impacts in terms of economic activity effects and environmental quality
effects, which may be mutually offsetting. Court litigation and economic studies were
reviewed to determine the extent to which risk-related damages (as opposed to economic
activity impacts) have been found. In addition, state officials and experts on economic
impacts were intmrviewed. Only one litigated case was identified that supported the
theoretical argument that fear of nuclear risks may produce negative economic impacts. In
ali of the other cases in which such impacts were claimed or suspected, the positive impacts
of economic activity associated with f,he nuclear site operation appeared to have more than
offset any negative effects.

*The SEO collects infor_rnation on personal and industrial characteristics and labor force
activities of individuals from low-income populations. The analysis used a random sample from this
survey.



Hau,ri_n(19800add_resse6•theextenttowhich cl_imate',affectsmigrati,o,nrates,between

,t_ban. areas'. _fs an,a.,liysis cD_sidered two, el.ties ass_ed to, be _t"enti,c_ i,n pro_ucti'o,n

technofo_o-yexcept for the _evel'of si,te-sgeei_c factorsi_-_uded in the model C,14_mate

dliff'erenceswere treateda'sa _on,tra_ed '_a_,dnon.prod_ad,b,lkep,u,b{i,cgood;l_e_ce,ir_wl,d:ua(l_s

who want to.consume more or}essoft_isgoo_ must e.han_ge_oca,tior_s.The.theoreti,calmodel'
was spe¢i_ed in a _cti, ona_l_rearm thai _l, owed so_ti, o_ for [he e'._dogeno_s p_ce of _o,_si,.ng

a_nd u,tiGty f,evel_s as a f_ctio_ of reffi'or_al: all.mate.

Ha_:n solved the. m,o,ctel,to show th_a,t (1) el!faa, tc affects export prodUetfo,_ in th_at,

a city '_/th a ro,ore favorab,fe dim, ate is: larger and ro,ore l!a,borers are d_awn to. _t, _2) a mQre

favor_b,!e eli.m,a_e i;s.associa,ted wi,t.h hi,gher housin_ p:mces _d lower wage rates., _.d: (3) 'aa

area with an _nfem'or e.Sma,te has higher wage rates a,nd possib._y rei.nforci:ng _fferences m

hous-i_ng prices. This work pr_. _ides a theoretic_ basis ['or t.he emp_cal work rh.aC folliows.

Roback (i_9'82) developed a simp,[e general eq,ui;tibrium mode.[ that focuses o;n the ro.['e

of wages a_'d rents; in al;_oca,ti,ng workers to [ocati_ons with various types _d quantihes of"

amen,ities. Her _alysi, s compared productivity, wa_ge rates, hous:[ng expenditures, and
ameni, tfes ot"different citi,es to detormac the extent to which a_,eni_i, es' .aiYect soci:M wef.f_e.

'it"he amenities t.ncfuded [n the analysi's were population si,ze, population _ofr,_wth rate, e..[imate

variabfes, unemployment, and poverty mcid'ence (to capture famiiy back_oTo,und and

school.ing). S_gnificant relations.hips were fo_nd f%rboth wage and: l-and.'ph, ce equat:[ons. This

work demo,n, strates that unbiased amenity val:ues can be meas_ed from wage and; rent

.,cliffe_........_als. _t also sh.ows that amemties are capitalized into wages and vents

simuit_eously_ so that both must be ro,odored to estimate th,e amenity vMue accurately.

The :model developed by Roback was extended by Hoehn et al. (1987/, who used a

_eneraI mul, timarket hedomc mode[ to study the effects of amenities or, wages and housing

prices. In a second study., Blomquist et 'ai.. (19'88) derived an urba_ qua.[ity-oG[ife mdex by

eonsiderin_gthe effecton [and values_.zndwa,ge rateso,fthe prese:nceofSuperfund s_tes:the

presenceof"hazardm_s wastetreatment,stoca,ge,and _sposalsites;_d thero[ume o_'[andill.[

waste. In theirapproach,the fullimplicitpriceof'.anamenity isthe sum of'twocomponents'

an e,aminesclifferentialand a h.ousmg pricedifferentia/,ltwas shown thatcalcuiatin_the

amenity value from one market lone capturesonlya p'artialpriceand can be mis[eadin_in

both sizeand siKn. They used interre_onaldata to estimatethe value oflocation-specific

amenities more reliably.

Hoehn et al. (1987) estimated the values of 16 amenities by using data from the i980

Census of Population and Housing. They auKmented these data with information on school

quality, crime, air quality, water quality, and toxic substances and found that amenities

explain siKnidcant differences in housing prices and wage rates. A 10_f_.improvement in the

teacher-pupil ratio, crime rate, pollution [evel, Superfund sites, and other waste ¢ii'sposal' sf[es

is value,/[ at approximately $21.2 billion nationally, on the basis of full amenity values. If

wage or property values alone are estimated, the valuation may be as much as 85';_ lower.

Hoehn et aL found that allthree noxious facility types significantly influence housing
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expen_tures as we:_ as: hourly wage. rates. The combined effec£, whi, ch is re:[)ected in _be full

implticit price, is: negative, as: expected. S,upe_und sites have the strongest marg4nal il, _..,Lcr.

In another extension of the Roback wo,rk, Beeson and Eberts (198'9)app,l_ed the

hedonic mode.[ to ex-ptain _fferences _n wages-and ho;using prices across cities as a function

of varia_tion in '_amenities a_d productivity. They prodded a theoreti_cal_ model in whi, ch wage

ra_es are separated into amenity _d productivity compo_rmnts, The modiel was tested width

the standard hedonic approach. Beeson and Eberts used the A ,'_d B samples of the Pub,[ic

Use :¢I_crodata Sample tPUMS)from the 1980 Cen:sus of Popul:ation and Housing to estimate

qua_lty-acil_usted wages and rents. They limited their sample to indi_vidu_s who lived and

worked m the same standard metropolitan statisti_cal area (SMSA) and: who changed

_ddresses between 1975 and 1980. T_s sample was selected to provide a better estimate o,f

the market val_e o£ the house (because it had been so ld more recently). Atso, the analys_s

was _imited to individuals between the ages of 25 and 55 who had: worked more thrum

25 hours per week and had positive wee ldy earnings. Self-employed workers were _o_t

included i_nthe sample.

The Beeson and Eberts study (1989) resulted in some interesting findings reg_r_ng

the relationship between productivity (labor demand) and amemty (labor supply/inttuences.

Although both components were important, the productivity component, on average,

accosted for a larger share of the intermetropoHtan wage differentiM. The productivity

component accounted eor 60% of the variation in wage earnings, while the _m_enity component

accounted for 40%. In addkion, the productivity and amenity components were found to be

generally reinforcing (in 28 of 35 cities).

An important theoreticaland emp,ihcalcontributionto thisarea of researchwas

provided by Henderson (1982),who examined interregion_ differencesin welfare,

concentratingonamenity and disamenityvaluation.He developedtheoreticalconstructsthat

were.quitesim_ar toRoback's;however,therolleofre_onal priceLevelswas treatedexplicitly

inthe specification.In addition.,Henderson showed thatthe_hl'l'implicitpricecan be derived

from the wage equational_o_eifaverageland valuesare controlledadequately.[n_,eresting

findingsf¥om Henderson'sempiricalanalysisincludethe differenceinamenity valuations
associatedwith variationsin socioeconomicstatus.

Clark and Cosgrave (19'90)note .furtherthat a .modelof intercityland rents,

control'ledfor wages, can also be used to deriveimplicitp_ces directly.The controlled:

intercityihedonicmodel offerssome distinctadvantages. Specifically,itprovidesflexibility

in derivati,on ofimplicitpricesifpreciseinformationon both m,arketsisnot available.[n

addition,when both markets can be examined,the model affordsan importantinternaltest

of consistency.Implicitpricesshould be comparable acrossthe two controlledequations.

Confidencecan be placedinimplicitpricesthat are ofsimilarsignificanceand magnitude

acrossequations,while cautionshould be exercised/whenpricesdiffer.
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2.3 OVERVIEW OF THE tHEORETICAL BASE

This analysis extends the theoretical and empirical work described above. The

problem facing the consumer is maximizing utility _ven the household budget constraint.
We assume that households are mobile between cities and are aware of the amenity

differences between cities. Within cities, amenity Levels are assumed to be constant,

Househo,[ds maximize utility, which is a function of a composite good (X), [and (L), and site-

speci_c amenities (A)subject to the available budget. The wage is W, the price of [and is R,

and the composite good price is assumed to be the numeraire, t The equation system thus
is:

U = U(X,L;A) (1)

W-X+RxL (2)

Maximizing Equation 1 subject to Equation 2 across the two goods, X and L., results in
Marshallian demand functions based on market prices and income levels. Substituting

optimal X and L into i:;he utility function results in an indirect utility function that can bc

consideredequal to a constant,_ven the assumption of intercitymobility.The indirect

utilityfunctionisa functionofmarket pricesand wages, as wellas the amenity offerings
between cities:

V* = V(1,W,R;A) (3)

where V* is the l,evel of satisfaction achieved. The sign of the first derivative 8V/SA depends

on the type of characteristic. If the public views the region_ characteristic as an amenity,

t.he sign veil1 be positive; if it is viewed as a disamenity, the sign will be negative. According

to this model, earnings and property values will adjust to equalize utility across locations as

longas the pricevector.forgoods otherthan [anddoes not vary acrossregions,t

Firms ,_soare assumed to optimizeinputsand location.Amenities can inI]uence

firm productivitydirectly.For example, ifhazardous waste tsgeneratedin the production

process,then an amenity such as Low healthrisk.forworkers iscostlyto the firm. ifftis
assumed thatthefirm operatesunder conditionsofconstantreturnstoscalein competitive

input and output markets, then costminimization(TC = totalcost)involvesoptimizing

Equation 4,subjectto the productionconstraint(Equation 5;where Q = quantity),which
resultsin theunitcostfunction(Equation6).The term N.representsthequantityoflabor.

TC=R×L+W×N (4)

_A numeraire is a commodity chosen to serve as a standard for measuring the relative prices of all
commodities.

:_Control of regional price variation has been treated in many ways in the hedonic modeling literature.
We developed a city-specific price index, exclusive of housing costs, that is discussed in the next
section.
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(¢!= f(L,N_k) (5)

I = CtW,R;A) (6)

For a given level of the amenity, a simultaneous solution of Equations 3 and 6 gives the

e.lu_JibAum wage and rent levels:

W = W(R,A) (7)

R = R(W,A) (8)

The hnplicit price of the _nenity derived from Equations 7 and 8 is a joint function of its

marginal impacts on wages and rents:

P* = W x k l × dlnR/Da- W x dlnWfDa (9)

The fraction of income spent on land is represented by k 1,so the zxpenditure on [and (W × k I)
provides the weight on the rent component of the implicit price. However, Henderson (1982)

showed that, if rent levels are controlled, Equation 7 alone can be used to derive implicit
,,

prices.Clark and Cosgrove(1990)furtherestablishedthatEquation 8 can yieldfullimplicit

pricesifwages are controlled.We estimatecontrolledintercitywage and rentfunctions.
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3 METHODOLOGY

In thissectionwe discusstheresearchapproach: a hedonicinterre_onalanalysis.

Then the.issues and constrmnts affectingstudy area selectionare described,as [s the

compositionofthe resultingsample. Detailsofdata setdevelopment foreach categoryof'
variablesare presentedlast.

3.1 RESEARCH APPROACH

This study has sought toascertainthe impacts of"spe.cialeffects"tothe extentthat

they are reflectedin the economic behavior of the affectedpopulation. Two economic
indicatorsofthe combined impactsof standard and specialeffectsare analyzed: property

valuesand wages. The analysisemploys a hedonicregressioninvolvingU.S. cross-sectional

data fbr74 noxiousfacilitysitesand I0 siteswithoutsuch facilities.

'Thehedonic estimationapproach used in thisstudy isbased on Roback (1982)and

Henderson (1982),which are discussedin the review of methodology [n Section2.1. We

analyzeboth wage and propertymarket data becausethe,_reticaland empiricalstudieshave

indicatedthat single-marketestimatesof amenity values can be biased ifnot properly
controlled.Use ofboth markets can confirmtherobustnessofimpact estimates.Follow,ing

theexample ofClark and Kahn (1989),we includevariablestocontrolforthepossiblem -m-ket

effectsofdisequilibriumconditions.This inclusionavoidsrelianceon the assumption that

all study-area property and wage markets were in a state of equilibrium when the data were
collected.

Impacts associated with a noxious facility can be measured by using either time-
series or cross-sectional data _or _ combination of the two). Time-series ,;]ata offer _dvantages

tn measuring Changes in impact indicator variables while implicitly controlling variables
associated with the location of sample units. By covering the periods before and _ffter facility

siting, a time-se_es analysis can provide, respectively, a benchmark for the ori_nal state and

a measure of the equilibrium reached after people have adjusted their behavior to the

changed situation. A disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult to "know in advance
whether the data actually bracket the adjustment period. We did not implement this

approach because a time-series database for wages and property values covering either the
variables or geographical areas required for this study was not available. The lack of suitable

time-series data has constrained most hedonic analyses, including those reviewed in

Section 2.2, to use of cross-sectional data.

However, cross-sectional analysis can reveal much of the same information if the

sample of sites is sufficiently large and is selected to represent the range of key
characteristics. When using cross-sectional data, features that vary across sites and that may

affect wage or property price levels (such as climate) must be explicitly modeled to avoid

biasing impact estimates. The inclusion of control sites matched to the facility site sample
has an effect in cross-sectional analysis that is analogous to the before-and-after facility siting
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information avmlable from time-series data. ,_dthough use of combined time-series cross-
sectional data would incorporate the adwantages of both approaches, cross-sectional data
alone are adequate for the estimation task.

To use cross-sectional U.S. data to estimate facility impacts, one must first determine
whether market structure is sufficiently homogeneous to estimate one model for the nation
or whether regional markets differ so much tnat they should be modeled separately. This
issue is more germane to housing markets, because property is immobile, than it is to labor.
Trade-offs among housing characteristics that differ substantially across locations may
indicate the e.,dstence of separate re_onal submarkets, which would li.mit the potential for
determining a single value for each amenity regardless of location.

Butler (1980) addressed this concern by using 1960 Census of Population and

Housing data for 36 large urban areas to examine both structural relationships among
housing characteristics (hedonic variable coefficients)and housing price levels (equation
intercepts). He found the rental housing market to be quite homogeneous in terms of
structure, although with some variation in price level. Owner-occupied housing showed
significant differences in market structure as well as variation in price 'levels. These
differences appear to reflect the costs of different construction methods required to deal with
climate variations. After examining the effects ofsubmarket variation, Butler c.,_ncluded that
although the variation is significant, its effect on the explanatow power of _he hedonic
equations and its effect on coefficient accuracy are slight. Therefore, we adopted the
approach of estimating a pooled cross-sectional model for the United States, with dummy
variables for the n;r._ecensus divisions to allow for re_onal differences in climate and other
factors.

3.2 STUDY SITE I._ELECTION

The selection of the study site sample was governed by the desire to include the full

range of variation ilt the major v_iables. As a first step, eight different types of facilities
that present some :aonzero potential for harm to persons and/or the environment were
selected for study. No attempt was made to measure the physical risks associated with the
facilities, which may be due to radiation, toxic chemicals, flammability, or some combination
of these characteristics. The focus in this study is only on the measurability of impacts.

i

In the second step, specific facilities of each type were selected to incorporate a wide

rartge of characterisl ics such as site size, surrounding land use, proximity to other facilities,
and level of public controversy associated with the facility. These facilities were chosen with
a view to possible future analysis of c_.se study information. The data units in which these
thcilities are located, with geographic boundaries defined by the 1980 PUMS, make up the
study site sample for the anMysis. In addition, sites without any such facilities are included
to provide a baseline measure.

The analysis also includes any facilities, other than those selected in the second step,
that _e within the PUMS data unit boundaries, thus greatly expanding the number of
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facilities in the sample. Because of the size of P UMS data units and the facility sample

structure, the analysis focuses on identifying the diffuse impacts of each type of facility

(rather than of a specific facility) over broad geographic areas.

3.2.1 Determination of Facility Categories

Eight categories of facilities were included in the study sample:

1. Nuclear-powered electric generating plants,

2. Coal-fired generating plants,

3. Gas- and oil-fired generating plants,

4. Military chemical weapons storage sites slated for decommissioning

(CHEMDMIL sites),

5. Hazardous waste sites,

6. Petrochemical refineries,

7, Radioactively contaminated sites managed by the U.S, Department of'

Energy (DOE) under' the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action

Program (FUSRAP), and

8. Liquefied natural gas(LNG) storage facilities.

Power plants fired by natural gas or oil were combined into a single catego_I (3t because

often both fuels are used on a single site and consequently it is difficult to differentiate thezr

impacts. The hazardous waste sites category C5/ includes both chemical and radioactive
waste sites. All of the chemical waste sit.es existed in 1980 and are listed on the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's National Priorities List. However, the extent, of local

information about these sites before they were identified as Superfund sites is unknown. '

The hazardous waste sites category a.lso includes two currently operating commercial

facilities for disposal of low-level radioactive waste. %ro facility categories I4 and 7) are

under federal ownership or management and are involved in the storage or disposal rather

than the production of hazardous materials. One catego_, the FUSRAP sites (7), which were

identified as part of DOE's efforts, contain residual radioactive contamination from materials

produced for the Manhattan Project or subsequent projects and are not associated with

ongoing operations. Although Weldon Springs is a Superfund site, it is included in the

FUSRAP group because DOE is cleaning it up. The second category t4/, referred to as

'The National Priorities List of uncontrolled hazardous waste sites was established by the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended by
the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act of 1986.
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CHEMDMIL, consists of chemical weapons storage sites that have been designated for

decommissioning by the U.S. Department of Defense.

3.2.2 Selection of Study Sites

After the facility categories were determined, the second Step in sample development

was to select specific facility sites. This step involved the development of background

information on facility locations and si_es without any noxious facilitie,_. Sites were then

selected if they contained the type of facility whose representation in the sample was desired

or, alternatively, if they contained none of these types of facilities (for the control group J.

3.2.2.1 Sites with Noxious Facilities

The selection of noxious facility sites was constrmned by a desire to include sites

containing facilities that had already been t!e subject of a case study or socioeconomic impact
analysis. This restriction was imposed on sample development to permit future in-depth

analysis, with available documentation, of factors affecting noxious facility siting success.

However, this restriction was not imposed on CHEMDMIL, refinery, oi" ING storage sites

because such documentation is largely unavailable to us. To be candidates for site selection,

facilities had to be either in operation or, in the case of a few large coal and nuclear plants,

in the final stages of construction by 1980.

An additional constraint on site selection was imposed by the geographical area

aggregation in PUMS. To protect individual confidentiality, the geographical areas defined
in the PUMS database must have a population of at least 100,000. Sparsely populated _u'eas

thus produce very large geographical data units.* Facilities located in data units composed

of nonconti_aous geographical areas were excluded from the sample.

Because of these constrmnts, the study sample was not selected randomly. Instead,

it was developed with the goal of providing a representative sample covering the full range

of variation in theoretically key variables. In most categories, facilities were selected to

represent all U.S. regions. The sites are listed in Appendix A.

Ali existing CHEMDMIL sites were included, except those for which PUMS

geographical areas were inappropriate for this analysis. The s_'une is true for all of the major

FUSRAP sites that have developed remedial action plans. Most of the coal and nuclear

plants selected had already been included in major post-construction socioeconomic impact

evaluation studies carried out by the Electric Power Research Institute .and the Nuclear

Re_o-ulato_, Commission. Ali Superfund sites for which the Office of Technology Assessment

had completed a detailed review of progress were included. The sources of facility-related

information that led to selection of the study sites are listed in Appendix D.

"The U.S. Bureau of the Census numerical codes for the data units and their dimensions in square
miles are given in Appendix A. The size range is 22 to 36,367 square miles.
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3.2.2.2 Sites without Noxious Facilities

Geographic units were included as baseline or control sites if it was verified that no

facilities of any of the types studied were within the area boundaries. Any of these sites, and

the facility sites, could contain other noxious facilities or characteristics, such as sewage

treatment plants, landfills, or naturally occuI'ring hazards. The control sites were included

to establish baseline market levels, not to reflect risk-free conditions. Inclusion of these sites

broadened the sample to include the full rtmge of independent wm_iables.

Lists of FUSRAP, CHEMDMIL, LNG storage, and nuclear-, coal-, and oil-fired power

plant sites were used to eliminate their locations from consideration as control sites.
Additional lists of gas-turbine power plants were used to supplement a list of gas-fired steam

generators. Refinery locations were identified from the U.S. Manufacturers Director,

published by A_merican Business Directories, and hazardous waste sites were identified from
the National Pi'iorities List of hazardous waste and Superfund sites. The possible presence

of noxious facilities was also checked through calls to the relevant chambers of commerce nn(:]

state or regional offices responsible for hazardous waste management. Appendix D lists these
infoITnation sources.

The original goal was to identify three baseline sites in each of four U.S. Census

Regions (West, South, Northeast, and North Central). However, very few candidate control

sites remained after the PUMS geographic_ data unit constraint described above was

imposed and after the sites containing a noxious facility were eliminated. As a result, it was

not possible to identify any control sites in the Northeast, and only two could be identified
in the West. Three sites were identified in the North Central Region and five were identified

in the South, producing a total of 10 control areas. Three of the control sites were

multicounty data units that have one noxious facility in the multicounty unit but not in the

primary county selected as a control area. Although this fact dilutes the effectiveness of the

control group somewhat, the impact on the analysis was expected to be negligible because of

the large number of sites and facilities involved. Results of th_ hedonic _'egression analysis

do not depend in any way on the definition of noxious facility and control sites.

3.2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY SITES AND FACILITIES

Most of the study sites contain more facilities than the one originally selected for

inclusion in the sample. For example, a study site may contain a nuclear plant, a coal-fired

plant, and a hazardous waste facility. Because any of the facilities at a site may cause

economic impacts, M1 of the f'_cilities identified in a geographic data unit were incori)orated

in. the analysis.

The distribution of the 84 study sites among the U.S. Census Regions is shown in

Table 1. The primary facility type indicates which type of facility led to the site's inclusion

in the study. This table does not show the total number of facilities of each type included in
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TABLE 1 Number of Study Sites in Each of Four Census Regions

Number of Study Sites in Each Census Region

Study Site a North Central Northeast South West Total U.S.

Nuclear 1 7 5 3 16
Coal 2 2 2 3 9
Gas/oil 3 2 3 2 10
CHEMDMIL 1 0 3 3 7
Hazardous waste 4 1 3 2 10

Refinery 2 1 4 2 9
FUSRAP 2 4 0 0 6
LNG 1 3 3 0 7
Control 3 0 5 2 10

Total 19 20 2o 17 84

a A study site is identified by its primary facility type The primary facility type is
the type of facility that led to inclusion of a particular site in the study. Facilities
of other types may also be located on the site. Control sites have none of these
facilities.

the analysis, except for CHEMDMIL and FUSRAP facilities. Virtually all of the major

facilities of these types are located in areas whose primary facility type is CHEMDMIL or
FUSRAP.

The expanded set of facilities grouped by site category (primary facility type l is
shown in Table 2. The first line shows that the 16 areas selected because of well-studied

nuclear plants also contain 3 coal-fired generating plants, 10 gas- or oil-fired plants, and

27 hazm'dous waste sites. Column totals represent the total number of facilities of each type

accounted for in the analysis. Inclusion of all facilities located in the selected study areas

expanded the sample to 293 facilities. Of the facility types, the gas-, oil-, and coal-fired

plants have the lowest rate of siting overlap with other types of facilities, while FUSRAP and

LNG storage sites have the highest numbers of other facilities per site.

The distribution of the expanded set of noxious facilities among the Census Regions

is shown in Table 3. The Northeast contains the largest number of facilities (91), mainly

because of the large proportion of hazardous waste sites in that region. The distribution of

most facility types appears to mirror the distribution of the total population of facilities

across regions.

3.3 DATA SET DEVELOPMENT

Data f?om several sources were combined to construct a data set that provides

sufficient information for this cross-sectional analysis. The data for each site cover wage and
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TABLE 2 Number of Noxious Facilities in Ali of the Study Sites

Number of Facilities at Each Sit by Type h

Study Site _ NUP COP GOP CHM HWS PCR rL__C LNG Total

Nuclear 16 3 10 0 27 0 0 0 56
Coal 0 27 4 0 3 4 0 0 38
Gas/Oil 0 3 16 0 6 2 0 0 27
CHEMDMIL 0 6 2 7 6 2 0 0 24

Haz, Waste 1 7 4 0 23 4 0 2 41
Refinery 1 4 10 0 6 21 0 0 42
FUSRAP 0 3 2 0 13 2 6 0 26
LNG 2 2 7 0 13 3 0 9 36
Control 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Total 21 56 56 7 98 38 6 11 293

a A study site is identified by 1ts primary facility type, The primary facility type is the
type of facility that led to inclusion of a particular site in the study, Facilities of 0_,her
types may also be located on the site, Control sites have none or these facilities,

b N(JP = nuclear plant; COP = coal-fired plant; GOP = gas- or oil-fired plant; CHM =
cheiuical weapons storage site slated for decommissioning; H_VS = hazardous waste site;
PCR = petrochemical refinery; RAC = formerly utilized, radioactively contaminated site
(FUSRAP) managed by DOE', LNG = liquefied natural gas storage facility,

TABLE 3 Number of N(_xious Facilities in Each of Four Census Regions

Number of Facilities in Each Census Region, by Type n

Region NUP COP GOP CHM HWS PCR RAC LNG Total

Northeast 7 10 14 0 47 5 4 4 91
North Central 1 24 18 11 5 7 2 1 69
South 7 11 15 3 20 16 0 5 77
West 6 11 9 3 16 10 0 1 56

Total 21 56 56 17 98 38 6 11 293

a NUP = nuclear plant; COP = coal-fired plant; GOP = gas- or oil-fired plant; CHM =
chemical weapons storage site slated for decommissioning; HWS = hazardous waste site',
PCR = petrochemical reginery; RAC = formerly utilized, radioactively contaminated site
(FUSRAP) managed by DOE; LNG = liquefied natural gas storage facility,
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propeICymm'kets, localamenitiesand dismnenities,and socioeconomicstructure,Allof'the
data m'e for1980,

3.3.1 Wage and Property Market Data

Data for wages, residential property wllues, and associated individualattl"ibutes

needed for a hedonic analysis were taken from PUMS, The B sample was used because it

provides finer geographic resolutinn in urban areas than the A sample. To protect data

confidentiality, no geographical data unit in either sample has a population of' less than

100,000. Therefore, sparsely populated areas resulted in lR'ge, multicounty data units.

Another weakness in these databases is that noncontiguous areas were sometimes combined

to create data units with populations of more than 100,000. The databases ro'e, however, the

only identified source of individlml records tha_ cover the theoretically relevant variables for

both rural andurban U,S. locations for a given yem'.

3.3.1.1 Wage Market Sample and Variables

The initial sample of persons for the wage m_'ket analysis was drawn on the basis

of residence in one of the study sites, Because the analysis sought to capture possible

impacts of noxious facilities on locM markets, only individuals who also worked in the study

area were retained in the smnple, This restriction was imposed so that the wages and

property values analyzed would reflect the impacts of facilities within the study areas, In

smaller, more densely populated geogn'aphic m'eas, a higher propoI'tion of residents may be

commuters and thus be eliminated fl'om the data set, The sample of workers used '5o

estimate wage equations is composed of those at least 18 years old w]'_ reported wage and

salary income or nonfhrm self-employment income.* The sample is also, onfined to workers

who earned calculated wages of more th;/m $2 pbr hour. t Because the PUMS income data

distribution is truncated, the iucome category of "$75,000 and up" was _mitted ft'ore the

analysis. The final sample size is 25,279 cases: 7,215 renters and 18,064 owners.

Some of"the PUMS vm'iables required recoding or other modification to facili_,ate
analysis. These changes are listed with the variable definitions in Table S.1 (see

Appendix B ).

3.3.1.2 Residential Property Market Sample and Variables

Two , _parate samples consisting of 47,947 owned units and 12,457 rentals were

constructed on the basis of the follow'ing selection criteria, Group quarters, vacant units, and

*Farm income was omitted because it may incorporate returns to fa.nnland and buildiags,

tThose who reported hourly earnings of less than $2 were dropped because of the likelihood of
underreporting,
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units lactdng individual access are excluded from the samples, Residences used for
commercial purposes and rental units for which no c.ash rent was paid also are excluded, The
PUMS rental and property value data for rents in the category "$999 amd up," as well as
estimated mm'ket values in the category "$175,000 and up," are excluded,

Va_iables related to the residential property market taken fi'om PUMS are listed in
Table B.2 (see AppendLx B). Coding modifications to facilitate analysis are included with the
vm'iable definitions.

3.3.2 Amentty/Disamentty and Control Data

Local a_nenities or disamenities that may affect people's valuation of property and
the compensation that they are willing to accept for employment in a given location include
climate, cultural and educational opportunities, factors affecting health and safety, and fiscal
characteristics. Data fbr many types of amenities and. disamenities identified in the
literature m'e available tot" 1980 from the County and City Data Booh (U,S. Depm"cment of
Commerce 1983). In addi[ion, some factors t;hat may affect local market structure or describe
the living environment a're used as controls. All of the variables fbr which data we.re taken
frc_m the Co_mty and City Data Booh are listed and defined in Appendix C. Data for
additional variables were developed from other sources, which are described in later
subsc_ctions.

In ali cases, the county and city data selected fl)r inclusion in the data set are those
which most closely com'espond geographically to the PUMS data unit for each study site.
However, for PUMS data units that consist of subcounty or multicounty areas, there is a
de_'ee of geographical mismatch that decreases the precision of the study finckings.

3.3.2.1 Cost of Living

To control for the relative cost of living (excluding housing, which is controlled
separately), an index for 1980 was computed from In.ter.City Cost of Living Indicators,
compiled for 234 cities (American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association 1980). The
computed index (COLNDX) is for all items except housing and uses the same weighting of
components as the U.S. Department of Commerce does in its Consumer Price Index. Relative
component weightings are as follows: grocery items (24), utilities (12), transportation (15),
health care (8), and miscellaneous goods and smwices (16).

3.3.2.2 Unionization

KoM_elenberg and Sockell (1985) provide rates of union membership for members of
the population older than 14 fox"all states and selected SMSAs for 1980. Cities are matched
to the PUMS geograpt_ical data units whenever possible; otherwise the state-level
unionization rates are used, This vm'iable is labeled PUNION.
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3.3.2.3 Location

To represent the amenity value of water-based recreation, a dummy variable for

coastal location was created. COAST is set equal to one for data units on sea coasts, In

addition to providing recreational advantages, a coastal location also may alffect production

positively through lower transportation cost (i.e., agglomeration in transportation),

Market effects of regional location are controlled through a set of regional dummy (

variables. These represent nine U,S, Census Divisions as follows:

• PAC Pacific

• Mrr Mountain

• WNC West North Central

• ENC East North Central

• MA Middle Atlantic

• NE New England

• SA South Atlantic

• ESC East South Central

• WSC West South Central

3.3.2.4 Climate

The 'variable PCTSUN, which represents the percentage of potential sunlight

reaching the eai%h's surface, was taken from the Nationad Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration's Comparative Climatic Data for the United States through 1987 (NOAA

undated). Precipitation (PRECIP) was taken fl'om the same source. Values for both variables

are annual averages.

Annual average data are also used for total suspended particulate (TSP)

concentrations, Readings from the nearest monitor available in 1979 are used ibr each study

area. Missing values were calculated by averaging data fl'om monitors adjacent to the study

area. The data are f_om the SAROAD database (Garvey et al. 1982).

Data fbr the other climate variables are from the County and City Data Book. These

include heating-degree-days (HEATDAYS) and cooling-de_'ee-days (COOLDAYS) (measures

of temperature deviation from 65 de,Tees) and the difference between average mean daily

temperatures in July and January (TEMPDIFF).
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3.4 MODEL SPECIFICATION

Fou,r mode]is were f_:.}y d'eve,lo,ped to 'a_alyze the. imp.acts of no._.,o_l,s faci.l,j:ties on the

surro_n_ng, area: i,nco_e models for renters and home owners, a modet of res_dential

property v_ues, and a residential rental market model Both labor a_d land markets were

an-al.!yzed because, as c_scussed above, p,re_ous research has demonstrated that the _pacts

of regi, on'._ ,amemties (oy dl,sa_eniti_es)c.q,n _ff, er in sign and ma_tude between wage. and

prove_y m,arkets dependi_, g on the ,_emty's effects on cons:_ers and producers {Roback

1982). lt was expected that .a_aiysis ef both rent_ and ow-r_ed-property markets wou_d

conbr, m e_de_ce of _.pacts.

Endogenous control vamab,les were employed on the basis of Henderson's (1982)

i_ndi'ng rh,at the amemty impact can be fully captured in estimates for.just ovm of tt_e markets

ff e_eets on the other market are simultaneously controlled. Because of the resultiflg

sim_ta_.ei:ty in the model structure, two,-stage feast squares (2SLS)tectmi.gues were used in

tlhe estimation. For each data _t, the mean }eve:Is oi"work expe_ence, marital status, and

grade attained for renters and owners c,_mb4_ed were used as i.nst_mental variabtes in the

property market equa.tions, _d mean Levels of building age, number of beckooms, number
of bathrooms, condo status, _d acreage greater than one (for home owners)were used

similarly m the _ncome models. Do:uble-l_og [brms were estimated because of }.he undert>ng

nonlinearity of the models. Ndson (1978) established that the do,hie-tog form pl'aces }.he

fewest restricti.ons on the implicit price functi, on. The general form of the estimated models
is:

ANNRgAGE = W(HC& [ArD,PRICE,D[SEQ,A2cIENITY, NOXIO US) 10 )

VALUE = V( STR UCT, PR[CE,DISEQ.,A214EN[TY, NOXIO US ) 11)

Independent variable headings .for human capital and indus}fT controls (HC&IND} are

included in the wage equation, wh_de housing structurA characteristics (STRUCT) are

included in the housing value equation. Ad&iti.onal independent variables include _ocal prices

(PRICE), disequilibrium con}rots (D[SEQ), control amenities (AMENITY), and noxious

facilities (NOXIOUS). The bases fbr selecting the var:tables in each of these groups are

&iscussed below, along with aspects of the data employed in the estimation.

3.4.1 Wage-Related Variables

Annual wages (ANNWAGE), the summation of annual wages and self-employment

income, is the dependent variable in the wage model. The vector of hums_n capi.tal and

industry clharacteristics (HC&.[ND) includes the sex of the worker (SEX), marital sta_us

(MARITAL), a sex and marital status interaction term (SEXMAR), years of education

tEDUC), expe:_-ience and experience squared (EXPER and EXPERSQ), race (WHITE), and

dummies for fult.-time employment (1?ULLTIME), veteran status (VETE.RA_N), and par}i'll

disability status (DISABLE). In addition, two sets of dummy variabIes represent the
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occupationand in_@tmtryof the worker.* The. fattercategoryis inci_ded to controlfo,r

differencesin occupationM riskacrossi.nd,_stries.Farming and _shing combinec_istreated

as therefere.t_ceoccupatio_nMcategory,and manufactu_ng ist.heref,brer_ceindustw. FinMty,

annum ho,ursof wo,rk_ANNHOURS) _sincludedto proxy work effo,rt.The variab{es,their

d,ef_nitions,_d some codingcomments :-_e[isledin TabLe B.1 (seeAppen_x B).

3.4.2 Housing-Related Variables

In theowners sample,_nnual _o,usingvai_ei,sderivedfrom [he ovvTner'sestimateof
the market smes value, of"the residence. T It can be expected that people who have purc.h'_sed

most recentlywillprovidethe most acm.:,ratevs,lueestimates.Accordingly,the time period

that has passed sincethe owners moved intothe house (YRMOVED) is includedin the

equation to account for v_at-[o,n in accuracy over time.. Structural characteristics (STR UCT')

o.f t_e housing unit are controt}ed through several measures. These include the bulling age

(BLDNGAGE), number of bedrooms (BEDROOM), number of bathrooms (BATHROOMI,

number of other rooms (OTHRROOM), a dummy for centrM air-conditioning (CENTAIR), and

a dummy tndicating whether the unit is a separate building (DETACHED), Feat.ures such

as t_@e of water system (WATER), sewer system (SEWAGE), and heating system

(HEATING), as weil as large bt size (ACREGT1), -are controlled with dummy v_:triabLes.

Finally, condominium status is also coatroIled with a dummy variable (CONDO).

The dependent variable in the rental property equation (RENT2)represents the

annual, contract rent plus M1 separately paid utilities, making it a comprehensive measure

of the annuai value of housing services. YRMOVED is included in the rental market mode[

to account for possible stability of rents over time when the occupancy of a unit is unchanged.

The renters model contains the s_ne w<riables as the owners model, wit'h the exception of

omitting CONDO and ACREGT1 aid adding the number of units m the buil4ing (UNITS1).

These variables are documer_ted m TabLe B.2 (see Appendix B).

3.4.3 Control Variables

Equations I0 and llLshare many ofthe sa_mevariables.Beforethe differencesare

discussed.,the common vaiiables'.arebrieflyreviewed. The PRICE categoryco.ntmnsa cost

of [i_ng index (COLINDX), computed without the cost of housing, to account for the relative

cost of produced goods. Income effects on the property market _e controlled by median

*Occupation dummies include farming and fishing; managerial and professional specialties;
operators, f'abrieators, and laborers; precision production, cra2"t, and repair; service; and technical,
sales, m_d administrative support. Industry dummies inrJude agriculture; forestry and fisheries;
construction; entertainment and recreation services; business and repair serwiees; mining; public
administration; professional and related services; wholesale and retail trade; and transportation,
communications, and other public utilities.

tA.n effective :mor_:gage ra_e of i0.78% repot-ted _'or1979 in _he l,_S7Ec,j,Lo,,_it.".L_epoi,:_a/'t.,,._'".......,. , ,_._,._,_a....
was used. This rate includes prepaid points and assumes repayment after !0 years.

....... " l_qll,,_ill.... _1""'" .... r'l_','_'",lr' "'"'_'""'""' "lilI""' "_'I'.... ,""'" '""'"'_'1"_'_""11_'""'_'_'"",! '"'""II"""...... " "%F'"' .... ,,'I,,' "_'l'l'lr'"'""'""' "1'_,,' '_"1,''11'"
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household income (MEDHSINC) in t.he housing models. Housing price effects are controlled

irl the owner and renter labor market rnodels by either the median value of owner-occupied

housing units (HMEDVAL) or by the median value of :rental units (RMEDVAL).

The DfSEQ category controls for the possibility of temporarb" disequilibrium.

Included are the unemployment rate (PUNEMPL), the percentage of the labor :force that is

unionized (PUNION), and regional dummy variables representing the nine Census Divisions.

The percentage of year-round housing units that remain vacant (VACAlX_CY) controls for

disequilibrium effects in the housing market.

Control amenities (A3,fENITY) are related to safety, climatic, environmental, '-and.

recreational conditions in the region. The violent crime rate (CRIME) represents the public

safety amenity, whBe several measures are used to control climate. These measures include

the average annual percentage of available sunlight (PCTSUN), the average annual inches

of precipitation (PRECIP), t,he difference between the average mean daily July and January

temperatures (TEMPDIFF), and the average total cooling-degree-days (COOLDAYS) and

heating-deg-ree..days (HEATDAYS). The variable for particulate concentration (TSP)

approximates air quality in the re,on, and a dummy variable representing coastal locations

(COAST) approximates water-based recreational amenities. Amenities and disamenities

associated with urban sc'ale are represented by population density (POPDENS) and by

dummy variables defining the :metropolitan status of the county (CNTRLCTY and RURAL).

Locations within an SMSA but outside the central city are used as the reference case.

Finally_ _,he effects ofindustrial concentration (e.g., congestion and pollution) are controlled

by the percentage of total employment represented by manufacturing workers (PCTMFG).

3.4.4 Facility Variables

Noxious facilities are modeled in several different ways, _he go'al being to fu.[ly

explore thenature of their impacts. First, the impact of the presence of nomous [hcilities is

measured in terms of the density of '-all facility types per 100 square miles (AN'_qNFDNS).

To account for the possibility of _m,impact threshold, dummy variables are included for the

presence of at least one _Sacility in each of the eight categories of noxious facilities (DNFx.,x,

with the last three letters desi_:ating facility type). Because it is possible that mar_nal

impacts depend on the number of facilities in the area, the density of each type of facility
(NFDNSxxx) isalsomodeled."

'In the facility variables, facility type is designated by the abbreviations used in Table 2:
NUP = nuclear power plant, COP = coal-fired plant, GOP = gas- or oil-fired plant., CHM = military
chemical weapons storage site, HWS = hazardous waste site, PCR = petrochemical refinery, RAC =

_ti I radmactivety contaminatedsite, and LNG = liquefied namrai gas storage [acl_y.

I
p ....... ,1',...........,r,.,,,,,_,,,, ' ".lf_....._...... _ ,_l.,,,l_.... _'_r,_Ill",'__''_t_l_'_ ',, ,, _ ri,JiiI ,. ',,, rl _!_1'',_',,,,1_;,,_...... . ,, jj,J_.jj,,,,,r'ii'II""v' r,_'.'I.... I1'ilrl_llll,.ll,,J_JJl,l,_ll,
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4 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

T}fissectionfirstpresentsthe resultsofdescriptiveand background analysesthat

contributetoan understandingof'thehedonicanalysisresults.These analysespertaintothe

comparabilityofsiteswith and withoutfacilities,the degreeofsimilaritybetween housing

owners and renters,and the relationshipbetween populationchange and noxiousfacility

locations.In the finalportionof the chapter,resultsofthe hedonic analysisare presented
and discussed.

4.1 BACKGROUND ANALYSIS

Severalanalyseswere undertaken todeterminewhether the categorizationsused m

thisstudy were sound. For instan.ce,we examined differencesand similaritiesbetween sites
with and without noxious fhcilities.The issueof whether rentersand owners should be

treatedseparatelyoras one _oToupledtoan analysisoftheirrespectivecharacteristics.The

questio.nof whether populationchange is affectedby facilitytype and locationalsowas

explored.The back_'ound analysesrelatedto theseissuesare brieflysummarized in this
section.

4.1.1 Comparison of Sites with and without Noxious Facilities

Data from the County and City Data Book were used to compare economic and

demographic aspects of the control and noxious facility study sites. To determine if

significant differences exist, we tested the null hypothesis tlhat the mean values of each

variable were equal for the control and facility site _oups. The results of this analysis,

_o'rouped by statistical decision category, are shown in Table 4. Although a large number of

variables were used in this analysis, results are reported for selected representative
variables.

On the basis of this analysis, we conclude that the areas without facilities are

sufficiently similar to the no_ous facility sites to provide a baseline for recession and or.her

statistical analyses. Although the populations and economies of the noxious facility sites are

larger in absolute terms, they are essentially equivalent when considered in terms of rates.

For instance, the mean number of high school _aduates is significantly different, but _i'le

percentage of high school graduates is not. The control and facility site _oups are also

climatically equivalent.

The hypothesis of equal means for sites with and sites without noxious facilities

cannot be rejected for any of the variables representing population-based rates or economic
measures. These variables include the median values of homes (HMEDVAL) and rental units

(RMEDVAL) as well as income per capita (INCPERCP). This equality is also observed for

all five climatic measures,. These findings indicate that the control and facility site groups

are not significantly different.

tl
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TABLE 4 Comparison of Variable Means for Sites with and
without Noxious Facilities (Ho: Xw = Xwo)

Mean

Variable Sites without Sites with
Noxious Facilities Noxious Facilities

Reject Ho at 0.01 level:
CITY AREA 27.60 58.87
COLLEGE 7275.80 32932.14
FAMPOVTY 1755.70 7468, 16
GE NREV-NU 39370.00 275749.76
HISCHO0 L ' 27584.70 131657.91
POPDENS 126.01 649,,58
POPOVR25 40315.80 189689.80
TAXES 15266.30 121955.28
UNE MPLY 2293. i0 10612.92

Reject Ho at 0.05 level:
HOSPITAL 370.01 767,55

Cannot re/ect Ho:
CNTYAREA 880.30 1501.84
COLINDX 99.52 101 oa6
CRIMES 373.78 534, 99
FARMLAND 194819.50 386336,29
GOVSPEND 611.80 736.55
HMEDVAL 45920.00 45189.,47
INC PERC P 6521.90 7032.58
JANTEMP 36.07 33.74
JULYTEMP 75.40 75 80
MED HS INC 15602.20 16693.47
PCTCOLG 15.17 14.57
PCTFARM 42.05 39.56
PCTHISCL 64.02 65.63
PCTPOVTY 10.72 9.25
PUNEMP 7.51 6.59
PUNION 17.13 22.09
PCTWHITE 84.33 86.32
POPCHNG 36.115 19.64
PRECIP 39.22 35.58
RMEDVAL 217.50 231.38
TAXPCAP 228.16 276.73
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The hypothesisofequal means isrejectedat the 0.01levelofsi_fificancefbrmost

variablesthatreflectthe absolutemagnitude ofthe study area population.This rejection

alsooccursforpopulationdensity(POPDENS), which ispositivelycorrelatedwith several

variablesrelatedtoabsolutepopulationmagnitude. The variablesforwhich the hypothesis

ofequalityisrejectedat the 0.05 levelalsoreflectabsolutemagnitude ofthe populationoi"

Economy eXCEptforHOSPITAL, which isthe number of hospitalbeds per i00,000people.

The regulatory,structuregoverning bed capacitymay be responsiblefor tying hospita}

capacitytopopulationmagnitude.

4.1.2 Comparison of Renters and Home Owners

_ Certainly ali residents of" a re,on should be accounted for when impacts are

i evaluated, although many studies are limited to home owners. Linneman (1980) suggested
.:_, that a pooled model should be estimated for' renters m_d owners, with costs converted to
o!
_:!i equivalent terms reflecting the m-'mual total cost of shelter services, Before conducting the

_{i_i regression analysis, we chose to explore the ramifications of treating renters and owners as
_ a pooled sample.

The PUMS person file was used to conduct t-tests on vm'iable means for owners and

renters to determine whether they are alike in most respects other than housing choice.
Because attitudes toward risk have been found to be associated with characteristics such as

education, income, sex, and age, differences in demographic composition between renters and

owners could affect risk-related decisions by these two groups.

Table 5 lists the means _ld sta'mdard deviations for the two groups and the results

of t-tests for the null hypothesis that the means are equal. The owner _'oup, at an average

age of 41.6 years, is significantly older t h_.m the renter _'oup (34.8 ye_'a's). Owners also have

significantly more experience and higher" incomes, as might be expected given the age

difference. These differences are apparently due more to age than to education since mean

education levels :_e equivalent. The other major area of difference is in mm'ital status.

About 77% of owners are mam'ied, while the figure fbr renters is about 49%. These 5ndings

suggest that treating owners and renters as separate _'oups in the hedonic analysis is

appropriate. The differences found in mean levels of some variable_, however, do not

necessarily imply similar differences in coefficients m the regression.models.

4.1.3 Determinants of Population Change

Communities conh'onting the possible siting of a noxious facility in their area often

are concerned that the facility will slow in-migration or increase out-migration. Either of

these effects would be evidence of a market disequilibrium; however, a key assumption of the

hedonic approach used in this study is that the markets are in equilibrium. To ex_nine the

implications of the assumption of equilibrium conditions, we sought to determine if

population ch_ge over the previous decade was directly related to the presence of'a noxious

thcility.

11" " "' 'lP' ,rn ')_lp Ilrllrllrlll_lq '''' '_",_r, ,p 'lllpl,' '., ,,,r ,. nn_llqn.... ,r,.,, ..... ,,en,, II ,,,. . ' 'II_
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TABLE 5 Personal Variable Means for Owners and Renters"

Renters Owners

Standard Standard
Variable Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t

AGE 34.79 12.69 41.58 12.94 -38.68**
EXPER 14.08 13.48 20.84 13.76 -36.26**
GRADE 14.71 2.95 14.74 2.95 -0.62
MARITAL 0.49 0.50 0.77 0.42 -45.66**
SEX 0.45 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.65
ANNHOURS 1,870.49 664.12 1,882.86 678,72 1.36
TOTERINC 11,372.67 7,563.61 14,209.26 10,236.34 -24.69**

_' ** = significant at the 0,01 level.

Although it is possible toanalyze mi_ation and commuting patterns m detail from

the PUMS data, considerable effort would be required. Instead, a [n-eliminary study of

variables associated with population change was carried out on the basis of data from the

County and City Data Book for the study sites. Issues associated with geographic matching

of these data to study site boundaries were discussed in Section 3.3.2. The mean percentages

of population change are positive for both the control and noxious facility study sites, but

they differ significantly at the 0.10 level (36% increase for the controls, 19% fbr areas with

noxious facilities). This difference suggests the possibility of a relationship between noxious

facilities and lower rates of in-migration.

Variables were selected for possible inclusion in an explanatory model of population

change on the basis of r,heir correlation with population change. The lined model consists of

10 amenity and disamenity variables, plus median household income (MEDHSINC) m_d cost

of living _COLINDX) controls, to which the noxious fhcitity variables have been added to

assess their effect. Estimated coefficients from the basic model, from a model with a dummy

variable indicating the presence of any noxious facility, and from a model with a dummy

indicating the presence of each facility type are _ven in Table 6.

Comparing the models indicates that the presence of noxious facilities (AN_q_FAC)

significantly reduces the rate of population _oTowth. This effect does not appear to depend on

the type of facility present but rather on the difference between the presence of one or more

facilities and the absence of any facilities. Although none of the facility dummy vmiable

coefficients are significant, most are negative, indicating an association with lower rates of

population growth. A model incorporating facility density per 100 square miles also shows

a lack of significant effects for separate facility types. Although it is not si_,_lificant, the

coefficient on the nuclear plant dummy was relatively large and positive, in spite of expressed

aversion to living near nuclear generating plants (Lindell and Earle 1983). The fact that the
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TABLE 6 Estimated Coefficients for Population
Change Models a

Model Coefficients

,4aly Facility Facility Type
Variable Basic Dummy Dummy

INTERCEPT -50.720 -53.578 -88.870
PUNE MP 2.961" 2.039 2.347
PCTWHITE 0.904** 0.904** 0.850**
C OLINDX -1,251 - 1,021 -'0,768

o MEDHSINC 0.004** 0.004** 0.004'5*
TAXP CAP -0,055 * -0,049* -0.059 *
VACANCY I. 567** i, 422* i. 574*
PUNION -0.339 -0.026 -0.003
POPDENS 0.001 0,001 0,003
PCTMFG -0.697* -0,703** -0.849"*
PRECIP 0.568* 0,543* 0.477
TSP -0,077 -0,084 -0,099
PCTS UN 1.241 ** i, 399** I, 304*
TEMPDIFF -0,916"* -0,888'* -0.656"
ANYN'FAC -20,170'

DNFNUP 7. 923
DNFCOP -1.019
DNFGOP -10.511
DNFCHM -8.230
DNFPCR -3,391
DNFHWS 4.99'7
DNFRAC -0.929
DNFLNG -7,153

...........................................................................................................................................................

R _ 0.5461 0,5750 0.5921
Adjusted R2 0,4617 0,4887 0.4539

a ** = signlificant at the 0,01 level,

• = significant at the 0,05 level.

facility density variables are not significant does not mean that these disamenities have no
effect on migration, since only total population change is examined.

Climatic, demographic, and economic characteristics have more significant influence

on population change than do noxious facilities, Climatic variables affect population change
substantially, Increased percentages of sunny clays (PCTSUN) are an incentive to

in-migration, and temperature extremes (TEMPDIFF) are a deterrent. The percentage of
total employment in manufactu.Fing industries (PCTMFG) has a signific_mt negative influence

on population growth, as does the tax rate per capita (TAKPCAP). Median household income

m ,,, .... ,
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(MEDHSINC) and the pei'centage of' the population that is white (PCTWHITEI _:_re

significantly related to positive rates of population change. Signs on the remaining variable
coefficients m'e all as expected, except percentage unemployed (PUNEMP), which is

associated with population growth. This effect may have resulted ft'ore the fact that

population change is measured f_om 1970 to 1980, while the value for percentage of

unemployed, is determined on the basis of 1980 data and may vary more over time than the
other variables.

4.2 H.EDONIC REGRESSION RESULTS

Because of the large sample size, many of the variables had t statistics with

probabilities at the 0,0001 level. The explanatory power of the models, however, is not

amplified by s_-tmple size. V_fl.ues of R 2 for the models ranged ft'ore 0.2473 for the rental

housing model to 0.6951 for the home owners wage model. It is likely that mismatches of

data resulting from combining databases with somewhat different geographic units

diminished the explanatory power.

Results for the owners sample estimations are presented in Tables 7 and 8, and those

for the renters sample m'e in Tables 9 and 10. (These tables appear near the text in which

they are discussed. ) Each table Lists the coefficients tbr three _flternative specifications of"the

noxious facility variables. Separate discussions of the findings for the owners and renters

samples are followed by a compaz'ison of the findings for control and facility variables that

are common to both samples.

4.2.1 Owners Sample Findings

As shown in Table 7, the estimated parameters of the STRUCT variables in the

owners housing value model are highly sig-nificant and consistent in sign and magnitude

across model specifications. Detached housing units _DETACHED), condos (CONDO), and

homes on lots larger than an acre (ACREGT1) are more highly vMued, other things being

equM. Central heating (HEATING) and central air-conditioning (CENTAIR) increase home

value significantly, as does access to a public water system (WATER), but access to public

sewers (SEWAGE)lowers value. The sign on SEWAGE is counterintuitive', perhaps this

variable p_tially reflects an association between public sewers and smaller lot sizes. Value

increases with home size as represented by BEDROOM, OTHRROOM, and BATHROOM.

It is unclear why _m additional bathroom should contribute more to value th_-m an additional

bedroom, but the cause may be related to the phenomenon of newer, multibath homes, Value

decreases with increasing building age (BLDNGAGE) and with the length of the owner's
residence there (YRMOVED).

Both of the PRICE control variables are significant across models. Cost of living

(COLINDX) and median household income are directly related to higher home costs.
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TABLE 7 Comparison of Facility Measures for Owners Sample:
Property Value Impacts a

Any Facility Facility Facility Type
Variable Density , Dummy Density

INTERCEPT -2.101440* -3,,I67528' -3,183228*
DETACHED 0,269989* 0,261381* 0,260100*
HEATING 0.227683* 0,228019' 0,229210'
WATER 0.005562 0,004351 0.003529
SEWAGE -0,021351' -0,025054* -0,027914'
BLD NGAGE -0.084508* -0.085488* -0,085807*
BEDROOM 0.244694* 0,246266* 0,24611 i*
BATHROOM 0.361505" 0,355214' 0, 354955*
OTHRROOM 0,286776* 0,290475* 0,290707*
ACREGT 1 0.115339* 0,111983* 0,111177'
CENTAIR 0,182529* 0,176008* 0,175395*
CONDO 0,202713' 0,191966' 0,191.754'
YRMOVE D -0.024752* -0.025089* -0,025038*
COLINDX 0,839900* 1,093580' 1.057326"
MEDHSINC 0.437343* {),448553* 0,407297*
VACANCY -0.082224* -0,051175* -0,048348'
CNTRLCTY -0,130340* -0,128830* -0,124592*
RURAL -0,043314* -0,019898 -0,030423*
ESC -0,036587" -0,059641' -0,057220"
SA -0.003833 0,001051 0, 003579
WSC -0,073950* -0,004597 -0.011329
PAC 0.230161* 0,095101* 0,096196*
MT 0,286998* 0,283536* 0,270803*
WNC 0,024426 0,036_ 62' 0.032070
NE 0,150542 _ -0.003334 -0,002436
MA 0,156617' 0,093340* 0,089097*
COAST 0,078732* 0,1072 Ii* 0.111285'
CRIME 0.029050* 0,034726* 0,03893 I*
PCTMFG -0,100092* -0.070657* -0,066068*
POPD ENS 0,001854 -0,015538* -0.009934*
COOLDAYS 0,053330* 0,087156* 0,083712'
HF_ATDAYS 0,275487* 0,4467,16' 0,435590*
PCTSUN 0,361347" 0,286,168" 0.255803*
PRECIP 0,063328" 0,051905' 0,038861
TEMPDIFF' -0.514949' -0,747646' -0,716808*
TSP 0,076985* 0.1.05603' 0,10817 i*
ANYNFDNS -0,010077*
DNFNUP -0,042560'
DNFCOP -0,100967*
DNFGOP -0.02133,1'

, ,111? ', rill ,r Sl_r_ , .I , "l'lII rl ...... II " " I1_I1 .... m_l ,llr I'p ' II _r,i ,, II .... ' 'ill ' lit" _ , , .... i ..... p,,nl, , i_li, I, rlllql ' ' ' I1" II'q? ,, ,, r ,_11_ Ii1 ')11"11I_pq
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TABLE 7 (Cont'd)

'iAny Facility Fatal ty Facility Type
Variable Density Dummy Density

DNFCHM .0.070821*
DNFHWS 0,042867*
DNFPCR -0,109122'
DNFRAC ..0,024913
DNFLNG 0,056312'
NFDNSNUP -0,005125 :*'
NFDNSCOP -0,010552*
NFDNS GOP .0,002346'
NFDNSCHM -0,008562'
NFDNSHWS 0,002664'
NFDNSPCR -0,01041.9'
NFDNSRAC -0,001422
NFDNSLNG 0,004807*

Rc 0,5555 0,5606 0,5612

,Adjusted 1:1.2 0,5551 0,5602 0,5608

" * = significant at the >0,01 level,

The DISEQ variables also are gene,'ally significant and have the expected sig_ls,

Most oi"the regional dummies controlling lo," disequilibrium effects m'e significant, and t;hey

indicate that housing price differenti_ds are highest in the Pacific fPAC) mtd Mountain (MT)

Divisions rold lowest in the East South Central (ESC)Division, Homes in both central city

((]NTRLC_IW) and non-SMSA (RURAL)locations have tower pIqces than comparable suburban

housing, with a more negative price effect caused by central city location. Higher vacancy

rates (VACANCY) are associated with lower house prices.

Virtually all of the AMENITY variables are significant in the owner property models.

Coefficients on both HEATDAYS and COOLDAYS m'e positive, while TEMPDIFF is negatiw?,

indicating a preference for hot or cold climates over those with both temperature extremes.

The magnitude of tile coef._cient of HEATDAYS is lm'ger than that of COOLDAYS, perhaps

reflecting the higher costs oi' structural adaptation to cold climates. Total suspended

pm-ticulates (TSP.)is positive, making it likely that this vm_iable acts as a proxy for some

other production or amenity factor. CRIME also has a counterintuitive pesitive sig_,

indicating that it is probably capturing a variety of agglomeration., or consumption-relate.d

effects. Increasing percentage of manufacturing employment (PCTMFG)and (in two models

increasing population density (POPDENS) are associated with k_wer home w:flues.
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The ,coefficient of the variable for density of all types of' facilities combined
(ANYNFDNS) indicates a significant negative relationship to property values, When the
facilities are modeled to test fbr threshold effects by using dummy variables, most of the
variables indicate that the presence of any facility in the data unit decreases p_tices
significmltly, The coefficient for radioactive sites (DNFRAC) is negative and approaches
sigmificancs, Unexpectedly, the signs on hazardous waste sites (DNFHWS) and liquefied
natm'al gas facilities (DNFLNG) are positive and sigmificant, possibly indicating an
association with other types of productive activities, (However, a positive sign is not
inconsistent with their classification as disamenities,) Results for the facility density
specification are similar. Both sets of coefficients indicate that the net negative impacts (of
perceived risks, uncompensated externalities, and positive economic stimuli)are greater tbr
petrochemical refineries, coal-fired power plants, and chemical weapons storage sites than
they m'e for nuclear power plants,

Table 8 lists the estimated coefficients for the owners wage models. In general, the
estimated pm'ameters for the human capital and industry (HC&IND)control variables are
highly significant, consistent with prior expectations as to sign, and stable in magnitude
across _flternative specifications. Annual wages are lower for females (SEX) and lower yet
for mam'ied females (SEXMAR), Wages increase with experience (E,'CPER), but at a
decreasing rate (EXPERSQ), Veteran status (VETERAN) adso increases wages. Education
(EDUC) and work _:ffoi_(ANNHOURS) are the major determinants of annuefl em'nings, Of
the human capital chm'acteristics, only race (WHITE) is not signfificmlt. Among occupational
categories, management and professional services (MGTPROF) has the highest income
differential; the highest industry differential is for mining, This latter differential may
represent compensation fbr the high risk of death and injury among miners,

The PRICE control variable (COLINDX) is positively related to wages but is
sit_n_ific_mt only in the model with all facility types combined. Median home value
(HMEDVAL) is not sigmificant, and the signs are mixed across specifications,

The coefficients of two variables in the disequilibrium (DISEQ) control category
the percentage of union members (PUNION) and the unemployment rate (PUNEMPL)- are
positive and signific:mt. Most of the regional dummies are not significant, but as a gn'oup
they indicate that wages are slightly higher in western reg-ions than in the East,

Of the AMENITY control variables, only population density (POPDENS)is
significant, This variable increases wages consistently across models, indicating that it is
either productive or a disamenity or both, The climatic variables are not significant,

The effect on wage rates of all t:y_pesof facilities together (ANYNFDNS) is positive
but not significant, The threshold measures of response to the presence of a noxious facility
are generally not significant, although petrochemical refineries and LNG storage sites are
associated with significantly higher wages, Results for the facility type densities are similar
to those tbr the equivalent dummy vm'iabies,

ml
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TABLE 8 Comparison of Facility Measures for Owners
Sample: Wage Impacts a

Any Facility Facility Facility Type
Vari abl e Den sity Dummy Den si ty

INTERCEPT -0,786944 -0,55'7992 -0,349740
SEX -0,238948' -0,239717' .0,239590'
MARITAL 0,198548* 0,198525* 0,198712'

SEXMAR .0,280419' -0,279039' .0,279086'
EXPER 0,018772* 0,01,8770' 0,018773*

EXPERSQ -0,000310' -0,000310' .0,000310'
WHITE -0.004758 0,002110 0,001824
EDUC 0,470622* 0.470908* 0,470798*
FULLTIME 0,041547' 0,040888' 0,040961"
D ISAB LE -0,091925* -,0,089738* .,0,089920*
VETERAN 0,054483' 0,054228' 0,054226'
ANNHOURS 0,783033' 0,783635' 0,783485'
SERVICE 0,116503* 0,116 ].93* 0,116687*
TECHSALE 0.275067* 0,2'/2466* 0,272837*
OPERI.._BR 0,225106* 0,223602* 0,224012*
PRO D REP R 0,306113 * 0,303436' 0,303884*
MGTPROF 0,486448* 0,485139* 0.485592*
AGFF -0,039824 -0,037708 -0.037316
MINING 0,181326' 0.185879* 0,184855*
C ONSTR 0,019410 0,019540 0,01.9629
TRANS CU 0,093031' 0,093432* 0,093416 *
SALES -0,165945* -0,166883* -0,166735*
FINIRE -0.044885* -0,047710' -0,047766*
ISERVICE -0,168884* -0,170592* -0,170503*
PRO FS ERV -0,081524" -0,082799* -0.083030*
ENTERREC -0,246775* -0249531* -0,249277*
PAD MIN -0,0 t2537 -0,015425 -0,015.161
COLINDX 0,381376' 0,211037 0,196373
HMEDVAL -0,015510 0,068934 0,077410
PUNEMPL 0,026532 0,054704' 0,050685'
PUNION 0,087014' 0,090314' 0,091723'
ESC -0,051183 -0,047878 -0,043028
SA 0,004010 0,017080 0,016207
WSC 0,037508 0, 037719 0,041794
PAC 0,030835 -0,011085 .0,016494
MT 0,023765 0,033054 0,034647
WNC 0,035751 0,055110' 0,051949"
NE -0,099630* -0,082559* -0,085751'
MA -0,053468' -0,058136' -0,060435'
COAST 0,021059 0, 019604 0,022083
CRIM E 0,025189 0,010792 0,008517
PCTMFG -0,000961 0,014802 0.015062
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TABLE 8 (Cont'd)

_r_ _l t ,Any Facility _,acl lty Facility Type
Vari ab le Den sity Dummy Densi ty

POPD ENS 0,022699* 0.016963* 0, 014296*
COOLDAYS 0, 007267 -0;003275 -0,002239

HEATDAYS 0,037143 0,007729 0,011118
PCTSUN 0,075793 0,011724 -0,000071410
PRECIP -0,021615 -0,020487 -0,02].643
TEMPD IFF -0,037535 -0,024204 -0,028503
TSP 0,006132 0,020768 0,021955
ANYNFDNS 0,001729
DNFNUP 0,010190

DNFCOP 0,007811
DNFGOP 0,015336
DNFCHM 0,009218
DNFH-WS -0,012408
DNFPCR 0,049565'

-0.0063o5DNFRAC " '_
DNFLNG 0,058260'
NFDNSbi UP 0.001487
NFDNSCOP 0,001312
NFDNSGOP 0,001709
NFDNSCH-M 0,000902
NFDNSHWS .0,000790
NFDNSPCR 0.005648 't'
NFDNSRAC -0,000930
NFDNSLNG 0,004917'

R2 0,6942 0,6951 0,6951
Adjusted R 2 0,6934 0,6942 0,6942

a , = significant at the >0,01 level,

4.2.2 Renters Sample Findings

In the renters housing value model shown in Table 9, the estimated parameters of

the STR UCT variables m'e generally highly si_.mificant and consistent in sigmaand mag_itude

across model specifications. Only WATER and SEWAGE are not significant, STRUCT
variables that are included in both the owners and renters housing models are identical in

sign in both sets of models, In contrast to the owners models, in the renters model, an
ad_tional bathroom contributes less to value than an additional bedroom oi" other room

(OTHRROOM). Rents decrease significantly as the size of the building (UNITS1) increases,

Of the PRICE control variables, only cost of living (COLINDX) is si_ificant across

models. It is positively related to higher rents, Except for the regional dummies, the DISEQ
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TABLE 9 Comparison of Facility Measures for Renters
Sample: Property Value Impacts a

Any Facili_ty Facil:i,ty Faci_li,ty Type
Variable Densi,ty Dummy Densi;_y

INTERCEPI' 6, 078279* 5,67'7740* 5.59023'5'k
DETACHED 0,109602* 0.109000* 0.109177*

HEATING O.022024 _ O.021245 * 0,021503"

WATER 0, 0265,71 0.026931 0.027176
SEWAGE -0.0 [3824 -0,014;358 -0:0'I4847

B LD NGAGE 4). 028845" -0.028409" -0.023490*

BEDROOM 0__36095' 0,136635" 0,136397*
BATHROOM 0.02454L* 0,022179" 0.022170*

OTHRRO OM 0.080596* 0, 082603* 0.082669*

CENTA/R 0, 100905* 0.10 _962" 0. I01342"
UNITS 1 ..0.007987* -0.008076* -0.008088*

YR2,.IOVED -0.02_920" -0 025362* -0.025420*

C OLINDX 0.405199" O 520303* 0516468*
MED HS JNC 0.002642 (),0099_8 0.027606

VACANCY -.0,035921 -0.021926 -0,019620

CNTRLC_ 0,001978 0.000530 0.000643

gUKAL -0,005634 0,007[62 0,006678
ESC -0,002329 .0, 022601. -0.022938

SA -0.004876 -0, 0:[705 :t -0.024358

WSC ,.0.013407 -0 004980 ..0,01.0051
PAC 0.033363 -0 037915 -0.025303

MT 0:031820" 0.038364* 0, 040403*

WNC 0, 028959* 0.051254* 0.047804:"
NE 0, 100373* 0,067286" 0,067568*

MA 0.084143" 0.052223* 0.053164*

COAST 0.018290 0.028730* 0°026170
CRIME 0.006740 0, 006010 0.007658

PCTMFG 0,001172 0.0091.79 0.009878

POPD E2"5 0,011082* 0.008853 :_ 0.008491*
COOLDAYS -0 009709 -0.006426 -0.008099

HEATDAYS ..0.037317" .0.007631 ..0.015910

PCTSUN 0.032627 -0.017538 -0.015543

PRECIP -0.010423 ..0.0245 [4 -0,019247
TEMPD IFF O.024078 --0.047504 -0,033619

TSP -.0.019347* 0.003320 0.000031874

ANYN'FDNS .-0.002760

D NFNUP 0, 024411"
DNFCOP .0.017299"

D NFGOP -0.01613,9

DNFCHM 0.013768
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TABLE 9 (Cont'd)

Any Faci:Hty Facil:i:ty Facility Type
Variabl, e Densi_ty Dummy Density

DNFHWS 0.003618
DNFPCR 0.003489
DNFRAC 0.022921"
DNFLNG 0,042888*
NFDNSNUP 0.002368*
NFDNS COP -0.0014 ()3
NFDNSGOP -0.007[212
NFDNS CHIM 0.001470
NFDNSHWS 0.000377
NFDNSPCR 0.000010739
NFDNSRAC 0.002055*
NFDNS LNG. 0.003965'

R2 0.2473 0.2510 0.2508
Adjusted R 2 0.2452 0.2484 0.2482

a , = significant at the >0.01 level.

variables are not significant. Higher vacancy rates (VACANCY-)are associated with lower

rental p_'ices, and the coefficients are margin alty significant, Re_onal dumm:ies controlling

for northern areas with substantial heating requirements are significant .and positive.

Of the AMENITYvariabies, only population density (POPDENS) is significant across

alispecificatioas. Coefficients of both HEATDAYS and COOLDAYS are negative, indicating

a counterintuitive inverse relationsMp between space conditioning requirements and rents.

Signs on sever'al of the amenity variables are mixed across models.

The coefficient of the variable for density of _dl types oi" facilities combined

(ANYNFDNS) indicates a significant aegative effect on property values. When the facilities

are modeled to test for threshold effects by using dummy variables, only coal-fired power

plants have a significant negative price impact. Tho coefficients for nuclear power plants
(DNFNUP), radioactive sites (DNFRAC), and LNG storage sites (DNF'LNGII are positive and

significant. (This finding is not inconsistent wit.h their classification as disamenities.*l
Results ['or' the facility density specification '..aresimilar.

-

: Table I0 gists the estimated coefficients for the renters wage models. The estimated

. parameters for the human capital and industry (HC&[ND) control w_riab[es axe generally

_

-:- *As Roback (1982) demonstrated, it is the net impact of disamenities on both labor '.and land markets
that is negative._

2
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TABLE 10 Comparison of Facility Measures for Renters
Sample: Wage Impacts a

Any Facility Facility Facility Type
Variable D en si ty Dummy D en si ty

INTERC E VI' 0.084235 12,1,160,,2 0.201497

SEX -0.231043" -0,231490" -0.231546'

MARITAL 0,046448" 0.046375' 0.046958'
SE.,XMAR -0,159832* -0,161268" -0.161967"

EXPER 0,017716" 0.017694* 0.017741*

EXPE RSQ -0, 000278" -0.000279* -0.000280*
WHITE 0.026858 .0.038685* 0.037739*

ED UC 0.478823" 0.466598 * 0.467474*
FULLTIME -0.020481 -0.0194;38 -0,019431

DISABLE -0.150147' -0.152049* -0.152043*

VETEKAN -0.006331 -0.008477 -0.008425
ANNHOURS 0.751025" 0.750054' 0.749832'

SERVICE 0 084837 0.096476 0..101039

TECHSALE 0..220375* 0,226222* 0.229497*

O PE RI.&_BR 0.153889 0,1159991" 0.1630:37'
9PRODREPR 0.258920* 0..63518' 0.266935*

MGTPROF 0.373692* 0.381837" 0 385f)95'

AGFF -0.026680 -0.027486 -0.024243
MINING 0.300429* 0°326764* 0.327927"

C ONSTR 0.045200 0, 047632 0.048906

TRANS (2U 0.151882" 0.151157' 0..151100"

SALES -0.147645* -0.146419* -0.146962*
FINIRE ,-0.06"3638 -0,,066290* -0.066730*

ISERVIC E .-0.110847* -0.114079* -0. ! 14250*
PRO FSERV -0.064926* -0.064081' -0.064771"

ENTERRE C .0.2191)0 I* -0.218013" -0.218544*

PAD MIN 0.0343 61 0.031469 0.030684
QCOLINDX 0.500071 1.01,,6i35 1.078829

RMEDVAL -0.,.33001 -0.7474o2 -0,777097

PUNEMPL -0.0:10082 -0.094905 -0.101868

PUNION 0,114351 0.237515" 0,,260530*

ES C -0.021637 -0,030006 -0.018953
SA -0.036897 0.010682 0.012082

WSC 0.021936 -0.008658 -0.00581)9

PAC 0, 030737 -0.160408 -0.154863

MT -0.059716 -0, Q22526 -0.004367
WNC .0.019235 0, 046441 0,053165
NE -0.024707 -0_097363' -0.100902*

(,MA -0. 321594 -0.080188 -0,085318

COAST 0.017906 0.109380 0.117174

CRIME 0.051348 0.081323 0.082181
PCTMF G 0.023608 0.061526 * 0.067428 *

POPD ENS 0.003619 0.001474 0.000869

I_t....................... .r..... r., ....... ]1l, ._..i]_r .... 'r"' ...... [ III .... Ill_'''r'''p'''" '1:' " ' r,., I_In'r,..,'_T',rwlrl_.....,,r..... _'_',_'r.rl'II.]'r,.... I'II1[.... lllllil_r'_r,*"',lur' '?117''_'""ll'"r'lI,l'l'llr'll_ lr Ilql'll",lq'Ii_,rllrI llll'll$I'' , li.wi._l','_1',r,II"llllr_'¢.........i.'PIE'"
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TABLE 10 (Cont'd)

Any Facility Facility Facility Type
Variable Density Dummy Density

COO LDAYS -0.012811 -0.020498 -0.023556

HEATDAYS -0.051988 -0.023749 -0,035275

PCTSUN 0.100912 0.192746 0.221277
PREC1P -0.038598 -0.141509 -0,149293*

-0.0599,.9 -0,039118T EMPDIFF 0.084574 o
-i,,vTSP -0.004384 0.053625 0,(J_ +138

ANY'NFDNS 0.004541
DNFNUP 0,,102946*

DNFCO P -0,033063

DNFGOP -0.040982

DNFCHM 0.000438
D NFHWS -0.0t)3153

DNFPCR 0.137839*

DNFRAC 0.065504
DNFLNG 0.128273:"

NFDNS NUP 0.011231:*

NFDNSCOP -0.002981
NFDNSGOP -0,004611

NFDNSCHM -0,001339

NFDNSHWS -0.000642
NFDNSPCR 0.012978*

ONFDNSRAC 0.005,.47
NFDNS I2qG 0.011743"

R2 0.5822 0.5843 0.5838

Adjusted R?" 0.5824 0.5811 0.5805

a , = significant at the >0.01 level.

highly significant, consistent with prior expectations as to sign., and stable in magnitude

across alternative specifications. The coefficients for SEX, EX_PER, EX.PERSQ, EDUC, and

ANNHOURS are comparable in magnitude to those :in the owners sample models. Unlike

the owners models, racial[ status (WHITE) is significtmtly and positively assodated with

income in the renters model. Veteran status (VETERAN) and full-time employment

CFULLTIME) have the opposite effect but are not significant. Education (EDUC) Lind work

effbrt (ANNHOURS) are the major determinants oi" annu.al earnings. Signs on the

occupational and industry categories are identical to those found in the owners models.

The PRICE control variable (COLINDX) is positively related to wages but not

significant. Median rental value (RMEDVAL) is not significant and is inversely related to

wages.
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Most of the coefficients of the disequilibrium (DISEQ) contro[ variables are not

significant. However, the percentage of union members (PUNION)is positive cmd significant

in two models. Most of the regional dummies _e not significant, except those for the

Northeast (NE), which are negative and significant, as they _:gso are in the owners models.

Among the AMENITY control variables, only the percentage of total employment in

manufacturing (PCTMFG) is significant, and it is positively related to wages. The climatic

variables are not significant, except for annual precipitation rate (PRECIP) in the facility

density specification.

The effect on wage rates of M1 types of facilities together {ANYNFDNS) is positive

and not significant. The threshold measures of response to the presence of a noxious facility

are generally not significant, although nucle'-cu- power plants (DNFNU-P), petrochemical

refineries (DNFPCR), and LNG storage sites (DNFLNG) are associated with sig_nific_mtly

higher wages. Results for' the facility type densities are similar to those fbr the equivalent

facility type dummy variables.

4.2.3 Comparison of Estimates for Selected Control and Facility Variables

Estimating model parameters with TSLS should produce equivNent estimates for

each variable from the property and wage m.odets. Confirmatory estimates would be opposite

in sign. Coefficients from the models for both owners and renters are shown in Table 11.

These estimates were taken from the facility dummy variable specification and represent the
variables common to '-.alifour models.

When the two owners models _e compared, severM variables with significant,

confirmatory parameter estimates can be classified unambiguously as amenities or

disamenities. The first of these is pop_tlation density (POPDENS), which lowers property

values and increases wages, indicatmg that home owners perceive increasing density as a

disamenity. PCTSUN has the opposite effect, indicating it is an amenity. Similarly, the

re_onal variables indicate that the East South Central (ESC) Di.vision is negatively valued,

while the Middle Atlantic (MA)is positively valued.

In addition, the findings for some variables are unambig-uous but not as strong, in

that the estimated signs m'e opposite but one parameter is not si_ificant. In this category,

crime rate (CRIME) and cooling-degree-days (COOLDAYS)are valued as amenities, a clear

indication that CRIME is capturing some other effect, perhaps access to the city center.

Conversely, the percentage of employment in manufacturing (PCTMFG) is a chsamenity.

Location in the Mountain states (MT) is positively valued and in the Northeast (NE) is

negatively vMued.

Home owners clearly consider the presence of a refinery (DNFPCR) a disaxnenity, a

finding that is slightly less strong for nuclear plants (DNFNUP), coM-fired plants (DNFCOP),
gas- _:nd oil-fired plants (DNFGOP), and chemical weapons storage sites (DNFCHM). The

only facility type that is unambiguously valued positively is the hazardous waste category
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TABLE 11 Comparison of Amenity Variables in Facility Dummy Model
Specification _

Owners Owners Renters Renters
Variable Property Model Wage Model Property Model Wage Model

COLINDX 1.093580" 0 211037 0,520303* 1.012665
ESC -0.059641* 0,016963* -0.022601 -0,030006
SA 0.001051 -0.047878 -0.017051 0.010682
WSC -0.0045 97 0.017080 -0.004980 -0.008658
PAC 0.095101" 0.037719 -0.037915 -0,160408
MT 0.283536* -0.011085 0.038364* -0.022526
WNC 0.036662" 0,033054 _ 0.051254* 0.046,441
NE -0.003334 0.055110* 0.067286* -0.097363"
MA 0.093,340* -0.058136" 0.052223" -0.080188
COAST 0.107211' 0.019604 0.028730* 0.109:380

rQr)CRIME 0.034726* -0.024204 0.006010 0.081,3.,o
PCTMFG -0.070657" 0.014802 0,009179 0,061526*
POPD ENS -0.015538' 0,783635" 0.008853* 0.001474
COOLDAYS 0,087156* -0,003275 -0.006426 -0,020498
HEATDAYS 0.446746* 0.007729 -0.007631 -0.023749
PCTSUN 0.286468* -0,082559* -0.017538 0.192746
PRECIP 0.051905" 0.011724 -0.024514 -0.141509
TE MPD IFF -0.747646* -0,020487 -0.047504 -0,059929
TSP 0,105603* 0.020768 0.003320 0.053625
DNFNUP -0,042560" 0.010190 0.024411* 0, 102946*
DNFCOP -0.100967* 0.007811 -0.017299* -0.033063
DNFGOP -0.021334* 0.015336 -0.016139 -0.040982
DNFC HM -0.0708 21" 0.009218 0.013768 0.0004.38
DNFHWS 0,042867* -0.006335 0.003618 -0.003153
D NFPCR -0.109122* 0.058260* 0.003489 43.137839"
DNFRAC -0.024913 -0.012408 0.022921* 0.06550,I
DNFLNG 0.056312" 0,049565* 0.042888* 0,128273*

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

R" 0.5626 0,6951 0,2,510 0.5843

Adjusted R_ 0.5602 0.6942 0.2484 0.5811

* = significant at the >0.01 level.

(DNFHWS), which includes Superfund _md low-level radioactive waste disposal sites. This

finding may reflect either lack of public information about these sites in 1980, their

association with productive activities, or both.

The findings for renters are much less definitive. None of the variables, except

Northeast Region location, are opposite in sign and significant..In the case of the Norti_east

ReNon, however, the findings conflicted with those for owners in that the si_s are opposite.

Among the other control variables, only the estimates for the Mountain (MT) and Middle

Atlantic (MA) Divisions clearly confirm findings in the owners models. Results for the facility
vm-iables -are _so inconclusive.
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We set out to ascertmn whether there m'e any measurable economic impacts that are

clearly attributable to tile presence of noxious facilities, By using a cross-section of sites,

with and without noxious facilities, that represent a broad range of lozation charac[eristics,

we determined that significant negative effects on property and wage markets are associated

with some types of facilities. It is unclear, however', to what extent these effects are clue to

negative perceptions. The economic impacts estimated in this study are net values of both

positive or negative perception-based impacts and direct or indirect economic impacts due to

the presence of, or activities at, a facility. However, the finding of sig:nificant net negative

impacts even though a facility stimulates the local economy is _m indication that subs t_mtial

perception-based negative impacts are associated with the ihcility. The perception oi'risk or

nuisance effects from such a facility results in reduced demand for residences and reduced

willingness to accept employment in the region that more them offset the employment and

income generated by the facility.

Previous studies of facility impacts generally have identified _'adients of m_pacts

that attenuate within a radius of a mile or two. Vew few studies have found impacts

extending more than five miles ft'ore a facility. In contrast, this analysis identifies effects

that sig-nificantly influence property values and wages over broad re_ons, In sparsely

populated areas, the data units cover very large geographical areas. Although in mm_y cases

the coefficients are small in absolute terms, the fact that they represent averages per

residence or per' employee ibr such large areas implies that the total dollar value may be

quite large, These findings do not negate the possible existence of fairly steel) impact

gracfients nem" facilities.

OverM1, theestimated hedonic models have produced reasonable results. Coeft]cient

magmitu.de can be ev_.cluated easily for housing and individual attributes, and the estimates

are reasonable, consistent, tend stable across specifications. Results for the amenity vamables

are less a.msistent, and it ix likely that some of the major _u'ea characteristics that affect

location choices have been omitted. Further effort to augment the database or to tw an

approach such as factor Lmalysis to represent amenity t)t)es is indicated. Results for facility

variables are stable and consistent across models fl)r some fhcility categories but not for
others.

Regression _¢nalysis was used to examine the detet_minants of variations in the rate

of population _'owth at the noxious facility sites. Relatively warm, sunny, temperate climate

ts associated with higher levels of population _'owth, while slower growth is found in areas

with _-eater temperature extremes. In addition, the percentage of total employment in

manufacturing _md the level of taxation per capita are inversely related to population _'owth,

while there is a direct relationship between population gTowth and the percentage oi" the

population that is white. Tim presence of any noxious facility has a negative, significant, and

relatively large impact on population change, although none of the facility types, conside,'ed

l I............. ' ........... I ........ 'II"I+I ..... Ill'll .... pll 111 ........ _I''rlpll'l' '11 l '' rill IP' Ill II' ' ',IIPHII lt I+I...... IpIM$1ll+l'rllr'lllIl II l'pl' Ill ,plIl,,lrlIlltlllllIlrllI 1' l IplCHl ii,
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individually, has a significant effect. Nuclear power plants, however, have the largest

positive coefficient, indicating that they we associated with high rates of population g_'owth.

The signs and magmitudes of some amenity and facility variables differ between the

renter and owner markets. These differences may well reflect underlying differences irl

preferences and in risk evaluation. More of these variables are highly significant in the

owners model, and the coefficients of the facility variables gener:flly constitute a larger

portion of mean home value. These effects may be related to differences between owners and
renters in age and income. Psychological research on risk prefe,'ences has shown such

demographic characteris_;ics to be important (,Jenkins-Smith et 'al. 1991; Mushkatel et al.
1990).

Three facility va_'iable specifications are examined. The first, combined density of

ali types of facilities, has a clearly negative impact on both owners and renters. It is

associated with higher wage compensation and significantly lower housing values. Results

of the dummy wariable specification by facility type are more difficult to interpret. It is

apparent from the facility dummy rinsable specification that the presence of even one facility

in an area has a significantly negative impact on owner-occupied housing values. This

impact indicates that a threshold effect occurs as markets adjust to the location of noxious

facilities. Because the analysis is conducted on a regional (rather than neighborhood) basis,

it is clear that the presence of one representative of a facility category is sufficient to affect

property values over a relatively larae area. Estimates ft'ore the income models generally

support this conclusion, _dthough most of the coefficients are not significant, Rental housing
v_ues, in contrast, tend to increase if a noxious facility is present. Results of the facility

density specification are similar with regard to the impact of each facility type, In general,

property v_ues decline m_d incomes rise with increasing facility density.

In both the dummy and density variable specifications, the facilities with the most

unambi_qmusly negative impact are reiineries. This finding is reasonable because in st)ire

of the positive economic stimulus of refineries, they are associated with documented negative

health effects in neighboring populations, with air pollution, and with the risk of explosion,

and they _so have an unaesthetic appearance. Next most negative are coal-fired p_wer

plants; gas- and oil-fired plm_ts follow. The finding that LNG storage sites m_d hazardous

waste sites have positive impacts on property v_flues is more problematic, Explosion risks

are associated with LNG facilities, _md groundwater contamination is associated with some

hazm'dous waste sites. The finding that property v_ues a'e higher in areas with such

facilities than in areas without them is inconsistent with theoIw because neither type of

facility generates many jobs. It is possible that vm-iations in economic infrastructure have

been pm_tially captured by these f_cility variables.

The preliminmLy results for nuclear facilities are somewhat mixed. The regTession

results for nuclear generating plants appear to contradict previous findings regarding lack
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ofnegativepropm%y valueimpactsle.g.,Ga_rnbleetal,1978);however, troublingaspectsof.

the findingskeep us fl'omreachingstrongconclusions.For instance,although the effectoi"

nucleargeneratorson owner-occupiedhome valuesisstatisticallysigmificantand negative,
theeffecton the rentalhousingmm'ket issig'nific_itand positive.Ifstrongnegativeeffects

occurinthe owned housingmarket,the income ,'esultsforowners should alsobe significant.

However, only renters'incomes are affectedsignificantly.The resultsfor FI_ISRA_P

(radioactivelycontaminated)sitesforowners' home values and renters'incomes reinforce

conclusionsthatmay be drawn from theresultsfornucleargeneratingplantsites,but results

in theother two models m'e opposite_md do not confirmtheseconclusions,

()verall,the resultsofthisexplo,'atoryresearchindicatethat hedonicmethods are

a valuabletoolforestimatingthe impacts of noxious facilitieson loc_fleconomies. Such

facilitiesappear todepress_'ea-,,videvaluesofowner-occupiedhousing significantlyand,in

some cases,to increasearea wage ratessignificantly.The implicationsof these findings

indicate that a study of a larger s,-m'nple of geographical units certainly is wam'_mted, The

inclusion of categories of industrial facilities Ibesides refineries) that have substanl, i_Ll

environment_d impacts _flso would improve the applicability of the findings to a vm_iety of,

contexts, A method of extending the analysis to examine the impacts of noxious facilities by

explicitly incorporating the equilibrating effects of migration is described in a report by
Nieves and Clark ! 1991 I,

'Several differenc_,s between our analysis and previous analyses could explain the different findings.
Our analysis is a broad cross-sectional study rather than a time-series analysis looking at values at..
a single site betbre and after a specified event. In addition to the basic difference in approach, none
of the previous studies controlled for amenities or included the rental market. Only a few of the
previous studies used control sites.

W
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APPENDIX A

Study Site Sample

S[tos included in the study sample are listed b(:,low, The, first column Lists the

geographical unit code by wh.tch the area is designated in the I UM,S B Sample. These codes

ar,_ unique within states. The composition of the geogTaphical dat, a unit is shown in the

second column, in which "multc" indica \es at m ulticounty area and "subco" a subco Lm_y uni t,

The next two coluinns #ve the County attd City Data Book (CC,DB)codes/br t,he county and

city considered to match the PUMS geographical unit most closely (U,S, Dt;_pt-u'tment, of

Commerce 1983), Asterisks in the last column indicate that the al'ea g-iw_n is fin' the county

\,hat includes rho specified subcounty unit,

PUMH I'UMS {_{I_DIt (.!{':I}P,

rh,lD [JIll { ,'_l'lqt (._tltll_ (y ( !l#,y ( tOO. UIIII

(!mh, TYlm (h)ch_ (!oclo (',lty (hliln ty Al'oiL(viii'ji

III mtilh,' 115 1195 I,I'I*I'I,E ROiTI(, AI( P{)I'I,;, AlI 3,1)H3
2.1 cuunty 21 1370 I(AI.AMAZ(')(), bll III,',I{RII,IN, NII 5711
II multc 17 15,15 (It_,,\l,A, I,'I, (WI'RU,.q, 1,'1, 2,71t7
di cotmty 7{l 'JS/Ir, SAN I,UI8 l}ltlSl'(), (]A SAN I,UIH t)lJ,l,'ql.'i), :l,lllitl

t:a

li; cmlnty 75 glr,t;5 HYIL,MGUSIg,NY liSWl,](t(I, NY ,qS,I

1114 .,ttibu Illll 903,1 Y()III(, I'A Yf}l{l(, ['A .tillli*
12 suhcl_ 67 2,120 HAI!ItAMI",N'I'_), (_t\ ,JA .I{AMI,,NTI:I, I)A ,qTl"
28 inultc 111 15,15 ()(!AI,A, l"l, ST, I,U(!llg, I,'l, I,li;lll
1,1 rlmltc IHI li-iii NldWI'III{T NEWS, VA ,HtJIIIIY, VA ;I, i73
,iii _ttll_co .L:I ,192(I HAIIIIIHI1UR(t, I'A IIAUI'HIN, I'A 52i'4'

I multc 55 19fi IIIHMAIII.!K, NII MI.!I,EAN, Nii :Ill,gill7
:1 illtll{¢ til fill ?,t-[IdYIgNNI",,WY Iq,A'l_l'l,:, WY 2Ft,lltJr,

22 multe 7{) "505 Tl,',llllle, ItAUTI",, IN ,IA<_II'I",R,II, :I,712
iii; mull,t: I,l,tl 2 Iii AUSTIN, TX I'_AYIGI"I'Id,TX ,l,l),l I

5 multc 71 935 t-{UN'I'SVIIA, lq, Ah ,IAIII(SIIN, :\1, 1,8,18

17 nlultc 63 5453 ,IOt-{NST('iWN, I'A INIJlANA, PA I,,175
1()7 .,iubco 7,'1 2,175 SAN Dig(lt), (!A SAN [}{[g(l(l, (It_ ,l,,,'JI"'.

gl multc 17 115 Iq,AII,_I'I'AI"I', AZ NAVA, IO, AT, ',II,IHt;
Iii multc 1"15 305 C()I,LIMIIIA, Hl3 SUMTI_I{, Sl+ 2,.till
2(1 muttc 11"41", 750 L)UI{HAM, Nt: WAIIIII,]N, N(_ 2,11,i5

i ii t 11_1'22 .'tuheil 3t4 1715 I_MZAI 1'_1H, N,I UNION, N,.1 Ili:l"
_4 city .til', 2221) KANSAS (_I'I'Y, Mt) ,IA(',KSON, Mt.! :llll

:13 mtlitc qll7 3%15 SAN ANTI)NI(I, TX /,t\VAI,A, TX I,lfillll)
97o multc III ,ii 15 STIqUIW,NVII,I,I'], IiH ItI,;I.\IIINT, (lH 1,3/d,4

51 _ltllit,ll Iii t.t65 (.',INI3INNATI, (lH HAMII,TIIN, tlPl ,112'

5 nnllte 1,13 2,165 'I'UI_SA, (ii( 'I'LII_SA, i)K 11,7il7
'2 multc t19 269() WAUSAU, %VI IJN(._()I,N, W[ ,1,76'1

I .t- (i :113 city 53 1280 'PAl.Ii)MA, WA I II'_R.I,,, WA ,18
Iii. I...1 _tibcl_ 23 5,iii lilI(.)(._I(TI:IN, MA I'I,YMOUTH MA iii',5_

{)Ht.I stil)c(I I1 I,ll'4t) NI_W I,(iNDIiN, i'.T NEW I,I)NI)i iN, (',T t16{i'

37 sullen 29 75 A'I'I,AN'PI(! ('.ITY, a,I (II';I'IAN, N,I 6,11'
21 nlultc 117 3100 Iltil',HI,kW,'l'l,:l{,NY WAYNI,I, NY I,l_bPJ

(, , , ,pgt)2,1 Cmlllty 219 3830 S'I', ,Ht\Ill,hS, M(i WARRI_3N, ,%1()
25 .qtll)cll iill 2515 NIAiIAR,A I,'AI.,I.,S,NY NIAIIAI{A, NY r,21P
2ti ntlbta} lt_,tl 31't75 S'l', I,(.ILIlS, M(.) S'l', I,(')UIS, MI) 51)1l*
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I'UM8 PUMS fi{:NJB fitN}l _,
(hu_LJrflt ArmL {.!rareLy (_lt.y (h.u_-Lint(

(Tudv 'Pyp,_ (h)ch_ ( i(Ido (_Ity (]OtIlILy ,A,I'IHIt fliP')

5 city I , +Iii AI,Ib\NY, NY Ahi+,ANY, NY 2q
li ._tllJuu 31 3885 IIllJtII+IWO(}I} VII.,hAt]IB, N,I I'ASSAI{.I, N,I 187*

:11} +uhm+ ",li S.<t-ll](+ NI+W BI(UN_WIt:Nt, N,I MIDDI.,I_SIBN,N,J 31ft+

2,l cuunty lYdl llF_,:ltl S'l', L+,I-IAI{I,I+]8,MC} _:t'l',(",HAl{hl+S, Mt} 55Y,
lt) city 18 111t{I 'I'I,+MPI+,AZ MAI{I(]OPA, AZ :IX

2 ntlhcn I tct{Iii NORWAI,K, {lIT li'AIIII,_[EI,I,}, CT 1.t32*
25 C(Itllit.V 81 215 lilIAI.}I+JNT(-}N, Irl, MANATb]I+], PI, 7,17
21 multc t27 _5,1{I SAVANNAH, {lA IlIA'NN, UA 2,,ll)h

r, city 171] [Jlhl(l WIt_HI'I'A, ItS ,qI,II}tlWII:'IK, KS I{)1
I1 suhcu 5 375U I'{)I('I'hANI}+ MI+] (_L/MI'H+II.I,ANI), MI'+', _,71P

I:1 ,,nlbc{_ :1 I1 ANNAI_{:}I.,I8, MD ANNIB Alt.UNI}IBL, ,1114*
Ml}

iii.; city I113 til,li) I}IBTI({.}IT,MI WAYNE, MI l:ifi
Bl-}2 Hty 187 It141} I}UI,UTH, MN ST, I,OUIS, N1N ft7

94 ._ul}t+t} 59 illlltl HUNTIN{YI'(}N BIBAt.'.H,(:A (}IrAN(lIB, {_A 79_*
:1 multc 15 15(} AThANTA, {lA ItAI{'I'(}W, <'A 2,2:17

illl cntlnty 21 i:,,15+I ,It.II+INS'I'{}WN,I'A I.}AMBI{IA, PA i:llJI
18 multc 139 +iii:+ I,_I+I}{}IiAI]O, AI{ UNION, AI( :1,85:1
4 multc It")l,I l[IBll FIU'I'{JI-IINSON, KS ll.lt!lB, ItS :I,,V,!7
:1 multc 128 31t1.t8 I,.;l{llg,PA WAi{I{I+}N,I'A i,H,q('l

51t t:tiunty 2,15 3835 P(}iGI' AI{'I'HUI{, TX ,II,}I,_PIBRS(IN, TX 987

19 mullc 199 59{} HAMI'Tt:}N, VA YOI{K, VA ,l.qI

'.Ii c{}unty 57 80 BI+}IA+IN(:IHAIvI,WA 8itA{tl'l', WA 1,7:15
9H2 city 31 251}(1 SUPIBIII(:}R, WI I)(}U{IhA8, WI :19

57 county 187 ,128(l 'I'IBXA,".I(!ITY, TX (]AI,VI,]S'I'I)N, 'I'X :ICl,t}
Iii ._uhc{} 73 11_5 ItlRMINIIHAM, AI, ,IIBIfl,'I!IRSI}N, AI., I,I 'l.q*

Iii .suh{:<_ _i:, ,I,11} III }H'I'I}N, MA ;;Ul,'lei)hlC MA 57 _
:1,1 _tuhcu 25 25{}(i I,(.)N(.[ lH{ANl}H, N,I M()NM(}UTH, N,I ,L72*
ltl ._uhc{} 188 2(12l} lt.Al,lBl(IH, NI.', WAKIg, N(2? 85,t*

:15 city II, t} ,18{} {_HAld,t}'l'l'lg, N{: MIBI_I(LIBNI.IUII{;, I,Ill
NP,

I,q cuunty :17 537 lttJltNSVll,l.,l_l, MN I}AK{II'A, MN 57,1

bi multc 5 li}Sl} I{ICHhANI}, WA III,]N'I'{}N,W,_ 2,_}5H
Irl mttltc li 31}5 I_?t}I,LIMIHA, ,_(.', BAI{NWI¢,I,I, Sl! 2,bi57

7 multc lbl Ilill IH,AIJKSI+UI((I TIiWN, VA M(.JN'I'II(hYIli',l{Y, VA I,,151
:1 clltl Itr 27 355 I*'l{Igl}El/,I(.:l(, MI I H()WARI}, NII} 251

16 cnunty I(i3 57{I IIIIUNSWICK, {lH MIBI}INA, OH ,i22

13 cuunLy 29 720 MI_,I}I"ORI,},{.}lt ,1AIPItSI)N, (}1¢, 2,7P,7
1 multc 57 225 ('OIIVAI,I,IS, (.}1{ TII,I,ANI(){)I(, (ill :1,272

Iii county 8;I 1545 (}CAI+A, leh MAIIItJN, 1,'I, I,filll
13 multc l,i/I 25,11} SAI,INA, KS {.}'I'I'AWA, KS (_,12,1
Ill.I city Illl 7114ll I'HII,ADI;]I,I'HIA, PA I'HIhAI}IBhI'HIA, PA Illfi

tl city Iii 820 I}I']NVER, (Y} I}IBNVIBI{, i_{;} i1 I
1 multc 4r, 555 till, ANl} ,IUNtYI'II}N, (.',{) {iAI{IdEI,I}, {1(} 1,1,215

15 cnunty 1{11 111145 PUIBBIA}, {.'O PUIBItl,{}, (_'{2} 2/177
? cmlnty 15 611 ANNISTON, Ah {?AhHI}I./N, hl_ Ill l

_8 multc 185 251}5 'I'IBIIIIB HAUTE, IN VEI{MIIA,ION, IN 1,477

muiR" 151 l l6ll hI.,]XINtIT(/iN.I,'AYIBTTIB, KY NIAI}ISON, KY I,,l,la
5 t't_tmty 25 25 IIAI.,TIM(}IIIg, NIl} HAIH"Oltl}, NII-} ,t-18

Iii mult{] 59 #';11} I(ENNEWIITIK, WA UMATIIA,A, (,}R 111,2{17
7 multi,' ,15 _17{} SALT hAKI,} {:',ITY, UT Tt}Ol_hlB, UT 7,211_
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APPENDIX B

Documentation of PUMS Variable Modifications

Many of the PUMS variables required modification oi' recoding t,o flitcilitate their usa
in regression analysis, SoIne PUMS data are released _o the public i11categorical fiu'm even
though interval data are collected, Such infbiTn.ation inc,ludes variable,, such as the house
wdue and the year a structure was built, These variables were converted t:,oapproximate
intmwal data by using the midpoints of the reported categories, Some variables were recoded
so that the coding would cmTespond to the number of units of a feature, such as bech'ooms,
Others were recoded fbr use as dummy vm'fables reflecting the presence or absence of one of

a group of similar features,

The recoding applied to each modified variable and _he associated definitions are

provided in the two tables that follow, PUMS person-record variables are listed in Table B,1
and housing-record vm'fables in Table B,2,

TABLE B.1 Person Record Variable Modifications

Variable New Coding Definition

AGFF 0 Not applicable
1 Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries

(INDUSTRY CODES 1.0-31.)

ANHRSWK HOURS79 x WEEKSW79

CONSTR 0 Not applicable
1 Construction (INDUSTRY CODE 60)

DISABIL1 0 No work disability
1 Work d,isability

ENTERREC 0 Not applicable
1 Entertainment and recreation services

(INDUSTRY CODES 800-802)

EXPER Age minus 6 minus grade

EXPER2 EXPER x EXPER

FARMFISH 0 Not applicable
1 Farming, forestry, and fishing

(OCCUPATION CODES 473-499)

iil 71 ........ I .............. lr ......... ,Sip 'lP..... III li rl= ra ,Irlll........ "" ,.... ii .... ,, ,,,i,ii,ii......til.... i1,111,,,11....... Ii.... tl..... i1,1111, ,l_,,ll_,iiiI........ [i,,i



TABLE B.I (Con, t'd)

Variable New Cod:ing Defini,tion

F_NIRE 0 Not app,licab[e
1 Fin, a_ce, insuTtmce, and real estate

(INDUSTRY CO'D'ES, 700-712)

FULLTIME l HOURS79 >_40
0 Otherwise

GRADE 0 Never attended

1 Highest year was nursery school

2 Highest year was kindergarten
3 Highest year was first _ade

4 Higlhest year was second: grade

5 Third grade
6 Fourth grade

7 Fifth grade

8 Sixth grade
9 Seventh grade

lO Eighth grade

l I Nin, t,h grade

1.2 Tenth grade
13 Eleventh grade

1.4 Twelfth grmie

1.5 First year of' college
1._ Second year

1.7 Third year

1.8 Fourth year
i[9 Fifth year

20 Sixth year

21. Seventh year

22 Eighth year o:: more

HOURS79 Usual number ofhours worked per week
in. 1979 (01-98)

INCOMEt Wage or salary income in 1.979:
income in dollars (0005-74995) aL

midpoint of $10 inte.wal
(note: excludes category > 75,000)

INCOME2 Nonfarm selfemployment income in
t979: income in dollars (00005-74995) at

midpoint of $I0 interval
(note: excludes category >__75,000)

1"1'_1_[11'l'ql_l'Iq' ......... II "rrc' ,,,,I.r,_, , ,mrvalw,_',q,,,,n,,UVll,!r,,,w,,,.,...... ,I, .... nr.,,,_Iplq,_,II,,,,ml!_,,,.",,',_ri,,,,,,,vr,,_,,,,,irw,'nu_r_lq,r,t,i,. .... r''_ I1_1_ 1lap _l_"l'_l_l_l_l
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TABLE B.1 (Cont'd)

Variable Ne w Coding D efinitio n

I.SERVtCE _ 0 Not appl,icab[e

1 Busin, ess -and repair services
(INDUSTRY CO'DES 721-79[)

MARITAL 0 Widowed, divorced, separated, si,ngte, or not
applicable Iiunder 15 years old),

I Married

MGTPRO F 0 Not appl,icable
1 Managerial and professional special:ties

(OCCUPATION CODES >_3 and < 199

MINING 0 Not applricable
1 IND USTRY COD ES 40.-50

0 PERLkB R 0 Not applicable

1 Operators, fabricators, and laborers
{OCCUPATION CODES 703-889)

P_DMIN 0 Not applicable
1 Public administration

(INDUSTRY CODES 900-932)

PRODREPR 0 Not applicable

1 Precision production, craft, a_d repair
(OCCUPATION CODES 503-699)

PROFSERV 0 Not appl,icable
[ Professional and rel'ated services

' (INDUSTRY CODES 812-892)

SALES 0 Not applicable
1 Wholesale and retail trade

(INDUSTRY CODES 500.-691)

SERVICE 0 Not applicable
1 OCCUPATION CODES 403-469

SEX 1 Female
0 Male

SEXMAR SEX x MARITAL

- TECHSA.LE 0 Not applicab!e

i 1 Technical, sales, and administrative support
0o-38 9

I (OCCUPATION CODES 9 '_ '
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TABLE B.1 (Cont'd)

Variable New Coding Definition

TOTERINC INCOME1 + INCOME2 if WEEKSW79 ¢- 0

TRANSCU 0 Not applicable

1 Transportation, communications, :and other

public utilities (INDUSTRY CODES 400-472)

VETERAN1 1 Veteran of'the armed ['orces
0 Not a veteram

WEEKSW79 Weeks worked in 1979

WHITE [ RACE = 1
0 Nonwhite
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TABLE B.2 Housing Record Variable Modifications

Variable New Coding Definition

ACREGT1 1 If ACREAGE2 = 2, one to nine acres
If ACREAGE2 = :3, 10 or more acres

0 Otherwise

AREAl 1 If ARE.ATYPE = 1 /central city of SMSA)
0 Otherwise

AREA5 1 If AREATYPE = 5 (outside SMSA)
0 0 therwise

BATHROOM 0 No bathroom or only a half bath

1 One complete bathroom
2 One complete bathroom plus half bath(sJ
3 Two or more complete baths

BED ROO MS 0 None
1 One bedroom
2 Two bedrooms
3 Three bedrooms
4 Four bedrooms
5 Five or more bedrooms

BLDAGE 0.6 1979 to March 1980

Ipreviously :3.3 1975 to 1978
named YRBUILT) 7.75 1970 to 1974

15,3 1960 to 1969
25.3 1950 to 1959
35.3 1940 to 1949
60 1939 or earlier

CENT.MR I Central air-conditioning system
0 Otherwise

CONDO 0 Not a condominium unit
1 Condonfinium unit

DETACHED (previously i One-family house detached from any other
' in cluded in UNITS 1) house

0 One-family house attached to one or more
houses

HEATING 0 Floor, wall, or pipeless furnace
Room heaters with flue
Room heaters without flue

Fireplaces, stoves, or portable room heaters
None
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TABLE B.2 (Cont'd)

Variable New Coding Definition

HEATING (Cont'dl 1 Steam or hot water system
Central warm-air furnace

Electric heat, pump
Other built-in electric units

I' ((32 HRRO .')M Rooms minus bedrooms

RENT2 Gross rent in dollars (001-998)

RO(. MS [ One room
';) Two rooms

3 Three rooms
4 Four rooms
5 Five rooms
6 Six rooms
7 Seven rooms

8 Eight rooms
9 Nine or more rooms

SEWAGE i Public ,,sewer
0 Otherwise

UNITSt 1 One-_\amily house attached to one or more
houses

o<, Building for o_.families
3.5 Building t'or :3or 4 families
'7 Building for 5 to 9 families

14.5 Building tor 10 to 19 (:amilies
34,5 Building tor 20 to 49 families
70 Building for 50 or more thmilies

VALUE 05 Less than $10,000
13 $10,000 to $14,999
16 $15,000 to$17,499
19 $17,500 to $1.9,999
21 $20,000 to $22,499
24 $22,500 to $24,999
26 $25,000 to $27,499
29 $27,500 to $29,999
33 $30,000 to $34,999
38 $35,000 to $39,999
43 $40,000 to $44,999
48 $45,000 to $,49,999
53 $50,000 to $54,999
58 $55,000 to $59,999
63 $60,000 to $64,999

,,, r,, ', ,,"* ' '=_'_'= ' lq_", ' ,,' ,11'I","'"' 'e_ IIP+'rlpI+P'""lq " lr _ hlrlPllr')_l "l'"I"r_IPl ' ' ',' ...." " "PU' "'l'"'lll'lr_l"+"' "llllll"llrl _IIIIII'IIPUI'+,+I ,'_IV
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TABLE B.2 (Cont'd)

Variable New Coding Definition

VALUE (Cont'd) 68 $65,001) to $69,999
73 $70,000 to $74,999
78 $75,000 to $79,999
85 $80,0,00 to $89,999
95 $90,000 to $99,999

113 $100,000 to $124,999
138 $125,000 to $149,999
1.75 $1.50,000 to $199,999
200 $200,000 or more

WATER 1 Public system or private company
0 Otherwise

YRMOVED 1 1979 to March 1.980
3 1975 to 1978
8 1970 to 1974

1.5 t960 to 1969
25 1950 to 1959
50 1949 or earlier Iendpoint 1900)

i 1,'", ' 'rll ' 'IIPI'IIP' 'II'ii* IPl_llilii"P' irif",i11]i' " nlSl' '" *,"'rl ' rii,,m"1,qpvrq ,',_" ,',ITp,,,Ipri.... plrl_,* _,rl,llr?l i,,,?l, i_,, ii ,,,,ii llllll ,, ii..... ,,pi,,, , ,,liS,,?i ,1, irqiq_i ,m
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APPENDLX C

County and City Data Book Variables

Name Definition

, Variable:

COOLDAYS Cooling-degn'ee-days
CITYAREA City area Imi 2)
CNTYAREA County land area Imi 2)
COLLEGE Persons 25 and older with 16 or more years of education
CRIMES Murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, fi._rcible rape, rubbery,

and ag_avated assult per 100,000 people
F,_MPOVTY Total families below the poveVcy level
FARMLAND Acreage in farms (1,000s)

GENREVNU Local government general revenue ti$1,000s)
GOVSPEND Local government expenditure per capita
HEATDAYS Heating-de_ee-days
HISCHOOL Persons 25 and older with 12 or more years of education
HMEDVAL Median value oi" owner-occupied housing m_its

HOSPITAL, Hospital beds per 100,000 people
INCPERCP Money income per capita
JANTEMP Average mean daily January temperature (':F)
JULYTEMP Average mean daily July temperature (.°F)
MEDHSINC Median hous_qmld money income
PCTPOVTY Percentage of families below poverty level
PUNEMP Percentage of total labor force unemployed

PCTWHITE Percentage white population
POPDENS Population per square mile
POPOVR25 Population over 25 years old
RMEDVAL Median value of' rent, er-occupied housing m_its
T,_LXES Total local government taxes I$1,000s)

TOTPOP70 Total population in 1970
TOTPOP80 Total population in 1980
UNEMPLY Total persons m_employed
VACANCY Percentage of year-romld housing units vacant

Calculated c,ariable:

PCTHISCL Percentage of population older than 25 with 12 or more years of
education (HISCHOOL/POPOVR25)

PCTCOLG Percentage of population older than 25 with 16 or more years of
education (COLLEGE/POPOVR25)

POPCHNG Percentage county population change, 1970-1980
([TOTPOP80 - TOTPOP70I/TOTPOP70)

TI-MXPCAP Local government taxes per capita ITA.XES/TOTPOP801
TEMPDIFF :_lnual range of mean temperatures (JULYTEMP - JANTEMP)
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APPENDIX D

Facility Information Sources

Nuclear Generators

BergTnmm, P,A,, 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Generatit_g Stations: Crystcll Ric, er

Unit 3 Case Stucly, NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Vol. 3, July,

Berg_mann, P.A., 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclectr Generating Stations: Rancho Seco

Case Stady, NUPd_G/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclem" Regmlatory Commission, Vol. 9, July,

Branch, t_, 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Generating Stations: D,C, Cooh C_se

Study, NL.IREG/CR-2749, U.S, Nuclear Reg_alatoz3' Commission, Vol. 4, July.

Branch, K,, R. Me_de, and R. Cochran, 1982, Socioecorlomic Inlpacts of Nuclear Gellerctting

Stations: Nine Mile Point and Fitzpatrieh Case Study, NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Vol. 6, July.

Edison Electric Institute, 1981, Power Directory, Washington, D.C.

Flynn, C., 1982, Socioecotwmic Impacts of Nuclear Generatit_g Statiotls: Three Mile Islatzct

Case Stuc(v, NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear Re_flatory Commissior_, Vol. 12, July.

Flynn, J., 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Getzerating Stcttions: Surf3' Case Sttldy,

NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Vol. 11, July.

Gem_ble, H.B., R.H. Downing, and O.H. Sauerlender, 1979, Effects of Nuclear Power Plcllzts

ot_ Commttnity Growttt ctr_dRe::ideqtial Vahze_', NUREG/CR.0454, U.S. Nuclear Re_,.ll::lt_ry
Commission.

Metz, W., ed., 1983, Po/Julation and Land Use Change in the Iacinity of Operati_lg Nuclear

Power Stations --An Attthology, Brookhaven National I.,aboratotw, Long Island, N.Y.

Pijawka, K.D,, 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Gencratir_g Stations: Arkansas

Nuclear One Station Case Study, NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear Regulatmw Commission,

Vol. 1, July.

Pijawka, K.D., 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Getzerating Stations: .Peach Bottom

Case Stud_', NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclem- Regulatory Commission, Vol. 8, July.

Pijawka, K.D., and G. Yaquinto, 1982, Socioeconomic Impacts of Nuclear Generating Stations:

Diablo Canyon Case Stu@,, NUREG/CR-2749, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Vol. 5,

July.
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Weisiger, M.L., and I(,D. Pijawka, 1982, Socioeconomic tnzpacts of Nuclear Getleratittg

Stutions: St. Lucie Case Study, NUREG/CR.27,19, U,S. Nuclear Regaalatm,w Comml, sion

Vol, i0,July.

Coal Power Plants

s ,',1 ' '' ,Denver Research Institute, Indu,._,zl,._ gconmnics Dzvmmn 1.c)82, Socioeconomic Impacts of
,

Power Plants, Final Report, Denver, Colo., Feb,,

Oil and Gas Power Plants

Electrical World, 1986, Directory of Electric Utilities, 95rh Ect,, McGraw-Hill, New York.

U.S, Deparm_ent of Enev_,, Energy Information Achninistrati()n, 1984, Thernlctl.Elextric

Plant Construction Cost and Attnual Production Expenses, 1981.

CHEMDMIL

Rouse, L.E., 1988, The Disposition of the C,urrertt Stochpile of Chemicctl Munitior_s _tttcl

Agents, Militmw Law Review, 1")l'11'7 ')'_ _.., .-,ao, Summer,

Hazardous Waste

Cong_'ess of the United States, ()ffice of Technology Assessment, 1988, Are We Clectlli_t,,,_Up 2,

10 Supe,'fund Case Studies, OTA-ITE-.362,

Morell, D., and C. Magorian, 1982, Siting Hazardous Waste Facilities: I.,oca! Oppositiorz cttlct

the Myth. o/'PreeH_ption, Ballinger Publishing Company, Cambridge, Mass.

U.S, EnvironmentN Protection Agency, Office of Water and Waste Management, 1979, Siti_tg

of Hctzardous Waste Mcl.nctgem, erzt Facilities and Public Oppositz, on, SW-809, prepared by

Centaur Associates, Washington, D.C., Nov,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1990, National Priorities List /br Urzcotztrolled

Hazardous' Waste ,Sites; Final Rule, Code of Federal Regulations, 40 CFR Part 300, March 14.

U.S, Gener_ Accounting Office, 1983, Siting of Hazardous Waste Landfills mid Their

Correlation with Racial and Economic Status of Surrounding Communities,

Washington, D.C., June.

U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Office of Nuclem' Material Safety and Safeg-uards,

1983, Final Environmental Statement Related to the Decommissioning of the Rctr'c gartll

Facility, West Chicago, Illinois, May.
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Refineries

American Business Directm'ies, 1988, U,S, Matl ufcteturers Directory, 1988-89 gd,, Omaha,
Nrpb,

Oil and Gas Journal Data Book, 1990, Ponwell Publishing, Tulsa, Olda,

FUSRAP

U,S, Department of Energ_, 1991, En_ironnl.ental Restoration and Waste Mcl.tlugemerlt, Fit,e.
Year Plan, Fisectl Years 1993-1997, FYP DOE/S.0089P, Aug,

LNG Storage

Institute oi' Gas Technol()g_, 1989, At_ttu.ctl Statistiectl Report, Claicago, III,

Control Sites

Electrical World, 1986, Directory of Electric Utilities, 95rh Ed,, McGraw-Hill, New York,

Legislative Commission on Toxic Substances and Hazardous Wastes, 71987,Hclzctrdous Waste
Facility Siting: A Nationcll Stzr_ey, 5une,
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